
Chapter Six 

 

Images of Worcester as Evocations of Britain, Europe and the Local 

 

Introduction. 
 

This chapter presents analysis of the talk between members of the family focus groups. The chapter 

follows the analytical process, described in the previous chapter, as it unpicks the talk of eight family 

focus groups. The chapter presents extracts from the focus groups that allows the participants to ‘speak 

for themselves’, the most illustrative extracts are used for the purpose of this analysis, and summaries 

of other extracts are located in appendices one to four. The transcripts in full are to be found on a CD 

attached to the rear of the study.  

 

The way that the data (transcripts of family focus group discussions) were segmented in the first place 

is reflected in the three substantial subject areas addressed by this chapter: 

 

1. People’s talk about Britain: Converging on the national. 

2. People’s talk about Europe: Struggle and reconciliation. 

3. People’s talk about Worcester: Making the local our own. 

 

Within each section of the chapter the analysis teased out the form of the representations that people 

made and the arguments that ensued about them. This involved consideration of the extent to which a 

representation was accepted (convergence) or were treated as contestable (divergence). When talking 

about Britain a good deal of convergence was observed, this was not always uncontested however, but 

convergence was eventually achieved through discussion. Talk about Europe generated a very different 

kind of talk. As the family groups sought convergence they were embroiled into a struggle that they 

had to reconcile. The analysis presented in section two unpicks the struggle and reconciliation. When 

talking about Worcester, the local, there was a contrasting lack of struggle making convergence easy. 

 

Underlying the convergence, divergence and struggle, there were a number of topical segmentations 

made by the analysis. These divisions are generally made on a variety of lines: 

 

• Particular ‘heritage’ building types such as monumental medieval structures (Worcester 

Cathedral or the Edgar Tower), medieval domestic buildings (timber-framed structures), 

terraced housing and Georgian town houses. 

• Contemporary shopping scenes and general social activity. 

• The use of particular discursive rules to aid convergence or divergence. 

• The use of specific details in images as tools to aid convergence or divergence. 
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• The conscious and unconscious use of stereotyped views as points of reference.  

• The use of narrative forms of talk. 

 

 

1. People’s Talk About Britain: Converging on the National. 
 

During the focus group sessions it became clear that representing the national through the local was not 

always an easy task. Convergence had to be worked at. This difficulty with achieving convergence 

underpins the analysis in the first part of the chapter and is illustrated throughout. The first significant 

element in the analysis of the conversations was identifying the passages where the families attained 

convergence over particular visual images of Britain. Did an image fall easily into a British category or 

did it raise disagreement and unease in the family group? Tending at least towards divergence. This 

analysis of the convergence and divergence that an image provoked as a representation of Britain leads 

this section to be divided into two. The first part highlights talk about images that the families found 

easily represent Britain (convergent talk) and the second part concerns talk about those images that 

caused disagreement or outright avoidance of the issue (divergent talk).  

 

In summary, there were one hundred and five occasions on which families talked about or mentioned 

Britain or England. On thirteen of these occasions the interviewer used the term whilst organising the 

focus group. Whilst its use did not lead to discussion these occasions have been discarded in this 

analysis. On forty-five occasions families talked about images in a manner, which at least finished in 

convergence. These passages form the data that are analysed in section (a). The passages that resulted 

in agreement provided the bulk of the insight into how people understood the landscape that they knew 

in national terms. Despite convergence these passages generally presented arguments rather than 

simple acceptance or dismissal of an image as evoking Britain. Of the forty-five occasions during 

which agreement occurred thirty-two were key passages, ones that contained reasoning behind the 

convergence. The key passages are listed in Appendix One. In the remaining forty-seven occasions the 

conversation led to divergence that was not resolved by the family, these passages are analysed in 

section (b). These passages tended to be brief and were allowed to drop without any argument, they do 

however; contain three key passages illustrating divergence that also appear in Appendix One. 

 

a) Convergence talk on images of Britain. 

The forty-five extracts demonstrating convergence were taken from all of the family focus groups. The 

groups were structured so that every group had to agree on at least three images that they considered 

typically British. As a consequence of the task the families welcomed any images that allowed easy 

agreement. The analytic process further segmented the convergent family talk of images evoking 

Britain into five topical sub-categories: 

 

• Contemporary Shopping Scenes. 
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• Cultural Activity on a Friday or Saturday Night. 

• Stereotypical images of Britain. 

• Architecture and houses. 

o Architecture in Britannia Square in Particular. 

o Terraced Housing. 

o Timber-framed (medieval) domestic architecture. 

• Transport. 

 

The normative -found in most of the groups (Morgan 1997)- examples of convergent family talk 

segmented into the categories listed above, found people reflecting on the stereotyped nature of 

evoking Britain. They chose very specific landscape features from the images supplied to them by the 

researcher or from their own personal imagery. There was also a normative convergence regarding 

domestic architecture, in the form of terraced houses and half-timbered (medieval) buildings in the 

centre of town. Images evoking Britain through domestic architecture have been analysed in this 

section and fall into three types Georgian and Victorian architecture, terraced houses and timber-

framed (medieval) architecture. The final set of convergent images evoking Britain is concerned with 

transport and are analysed at the end of this section. 

 

Contemporary Shopping Scenes. 

In the set of 30 photographs and post cards that the families selected images from (see Appendix Five, 

the number of any image referred to is shown in brackets in the text) there are five images of 

Worcester town centre. Two of them show a pedestrianised street lined with shops (22 and 24). The 

shop fronts are contemporary. Some of the buildings have been entirely refaced or rebuilt in 1960s or 

1970s modernist style. Other buildings show their original Georgian or Victorian characteristics above 

rebuilt shop fronts. The scene is populated with shoppers moving up and down the street. 

 

Two other images (25 and 26) show the street that runs parallel to the pedestrianised area. These 

images show traffic moving along the streets. The shops and shoppers are less prominent but large 

Victorian offices and a church is very evident. One of the images includes a contemporary building 

which houses a McDonald’s fast food restaurant. 

 

‘Shopping’ scene (19), the last of these images, is dominated by a single decked red bus. The shops in 

this scene are small concerns on the periphery of the main shopping area. The buildings have not had 

their shop fronts modernised and have Georgian style upper floors that appear to be flats. 

 

Seven out of the eight groups had something to say about these shopping scenes as evocations of 

Britain, which is a normative response across the groups. I have included the analysis of the 

contemporary scenes of Worcester because they were strongly associated with by the families. Such 

contemporary scenes do not in themselves represent ‘heritage’ structures in the landscape but they do 
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emphasise the importance of human activity in people’ s understanding of the landscape. The agency 

of human activity is very much part of ‘heritage’ and its social value thus making the families interest 

in human activity a valid topic for analysis.   

 

Group three discussed the use of shopping scenes because they evoked both contemporary consumer 

activity and tradition: 

 

David:  Do you want to show the shops? (24). 

 

Julie:  Is it like a down side. 

 

Carl:  No it’s good fun. 

 

Julie:  What about that one? (22). 

 

Mark:  No I don’t like that one. 

 

Julie:  Well I don’t like that one. (24). 

 

Mark:  Don’t be stupid because its got that Marks and 

   Spencer’s and that’s British. 

 

Debbie:  And it’s got loads of scaffolding on. 

 

Mark:  So it shows progress. 

 

Debbie:  Progress! 

 

Julie:  That one’s better because it shows all the old grannies walking 

along. (22). 

 

Carol:  Ha ha, hey. 

 

Mark:  This has got more people on. (24). 

 

Julie:  Should have more recent buildings, they’re more fashionable shops. 

 

David asked whether the group wanted to ‘show the shops’. Initially Julie (one of the three teenagers), 

questioned whether this was a ‘down side’. She seemed to be worried that the shopping scene was not 

a stereotyped traditional image of Britain. Julie was won over by her twin brother (Carl) who suggested 
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that the shops are fun. Two of the teenagers Mark (the older of the three) and Julie (once she had been 

won over) were particularly keen to represent Britain through shopping activity, but for different 

reasons.  For Mark the shopping scenes showed tradition, he was prepared to defend his selection of an 

image containing Marks and Spencer’s because the name evoked tradition. His aunt (Debbie) pointed 

out the scaffolding on the shop next door, presumably spoiling the view. Mark rebuffed Debbie by 

suggesting that scaffolding evoked ‘progress’. Julie, having taken on the idea that shops are fun, 

spotted an image that contained social activity for older people and suggested that the researcher 

should have included ‘more fashionable shops’. Julie seems to be evoking the appeal of contemporary 

shopping to people of all ages. This exchange found convergence in celebrating contemporary Britain 

in shopping activity and still found traditional aspects in the shop names.  

 

Having established that a contemporary shopping centre could represent Britain, group three was then 

confronted by the task set for them, to consider the same images (especially (24)) to represent their 

local town or Europe:  

 

Carol:  There’s got to be a shopping one. (24). 

 

Debbie:  Yeah. 

 

Mark:  Is that the, is that the Worcester one? 

 

Debbie:  Yeah but we could have that for Britain. 

 

Carol:  Or Europe. 

 

Mark:  Yeah because that’s not individual Worcester really. 

 

Debbie:  Britain, or Europe. 

 

Carol:  Britain. 

 

Debbie:  Britain. Britain yep. 

 

Carol:  A big bus. (19). 

 

Julie:  That. Shopping Centre. What’s this? (24). 

 

Debbie:  I think we should have a shopping centre. 

 

David:  That’s for Europe I think. 
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Carol:  Do you think that really does for Worcester though? It could be 

virtually anywhere. 

 

Once again convergence was attained through discussion and in this case through ambivalence. Carol 

suggested that there had to be a shopping scene to evoke Britain. Mark who made the point that ‘that’s 

not individual Worcester’ dismissed the idea that the shopping centre could represent the local town.   

 

A sense of ambivalence pervaded the discussion of the shopping centre. This seemed to be helpful in 

the search for evocations of Britain, perhaps because it was uncontroversial. No one felt challenged 

and it did not really matter which shopping scene was selected.  

 

When Debbie (one of the adults) made an attempt to close the discussion of this issue her sister Carol 

reaffirmed that the shopping image (24) cannot be used to represent Worcester. Carol closed the 

conversation with the line ‘It could be virtually anywhere’.  

 

The phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ seems to act as a rule that detaches an image from any particular 

identification. This makes such images open to evoke global ideas like Britain and more especially 

Europe. Carol and Debbie raised the possibility that the image (24) might also evoke Europe. David 

then took up the ‘virtually anywhere’ rule suggesting that image (24) represented Europe rather than 

Britain. The line ‘it could be anywhere’ seems to suggest a lack of specific reference points to focus on 

in the image to make it especially identify with. This makes shopping centres more suitable to evoke a 

sense of activity that provides a common focus to evoke Britain or Europe. 

 

The phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ is a recurrent one used by all groups to describe images that might 

evoke Britain or as discussed later in this chapter, Europe. Those images described in this way seem to 

be open for use as representative for both Britain and Europe, they appear to show activity that is 

perceived as common to citizens of both Britain and Europe. 

 

The details that give focus to a visual image as specifically British are important as they may negate the 

all too easy ‘it could be anywhere’ option but do not allow the image to be specifically Worcester. An 

image of a shopping street may reflect ideas of a contemporary and dynamic contemporary Britain, but 

there are details that make it so. As Mark put it in group three; when he resisted the urge to define 

image (26) as global or European because it contained a McDonald’s restaurant: 

 

“Yeah but what you’ve got to remember is that every country in Europe has got its 

own individual culture and style of buildings and that’s not exactly European that’s 

typically British, I think (26)”. 
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This has a bearing on the ‘value of heritage’ debate because it emphasises the importance of detail in 

the environment, detail that includes ‘heritage’ sites, architecture, monuments or buildings.  

 

The detail in the shopping scenes also raised some idiosyncratic issues. In the talk of Group five, the 

retired Irish couple, Mary defined Britain by its ethnic variety: 

 

Mary:  You could even put this in for the international one though because 

there's an Indian lady. (24). 

 

Researcher: A lot of people have picked that out in the street scene. 

Is that typically British or European the street scene? 

Would you say? 

 

Mary: I would say British nowadays but not when I was a youngster it 

aint. 

 

William:  Hmm Hmm. 

 

Also relating to the contemporary nature of the shopping scene is the very origin of pedestrianised 

shopping. Maude from group six (an elderly couple) mused over the changes that have taken place in 

shopping scenes during her lifetime: 

 

Maude:  How about the pedestrianisation is that a, do 

we have that abroad or is that an English idea. 

Coz this would be all traffic when you were a 

boy. (22). 

 

George:  Oh yes I remember it. 

 

Maude:  All traffic. 

 

Researcher: Yeah, and narrower. 

 

Maude wondered whether pedestrianisation is a very English phenomenon. In this case Maude, who 

was not from Worcester, turned to her husband’s boyhood memories to provide a convergence on this 

view. Despite the fact that the families were asked to look for images to evoke Britain, Maude showed 

a sense of uncertainty that may stem from her sense of being Scottish. Maude seemed to be assuming 

that the discussion is about England and that she may have to defer to her husband on the choice of 

images. The subject was closed by George and was then consolidated by giving expert advice to the 

researcher on a particular series of local history books familiar to George and Maude.  
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The pedestrianised shopping centre images stimulated all of the family focus groups and illustrated a 

very particular type of image suggesting Britain. By their nature as ‘it could be anywhere’ images, they 

were available to participants who needed uncontroversial images to speed up the process of finding 

three images for each category. These images emphasise contemporary shopping activity and have a 

resonance with the current political interest to stimulate this image of Britain. 

 

Cultural Activity on a Friday or Saturday Night. 

This is a contemporary phenomenon that has been associated with Britishness in the press and by 

politicians. This is social activity in its broadest sense, from drinking and night clubbing to going to the 

theatre or concerts. When the then leader of the Conservative party, William Hague made a speech to 

the Centre for Policy Studies in September 1999 about Britishness he tried to latch onto this image of 

Britain by talking about visiting events from Notting Hill Carnival to the Eisteddfod. In the wake of 

Hague’s speech the Guardian carried out a ‘Vox Pop’ survey to glean opinions on what it means to be 

British. Broadcaster Melvin Bragg criticised attempts to build new identity politics by political parties 

in Britain: 

 

“I think that Hague seems to be criticising Tony Blair for things he wants to do 

himself. I think Hague’s view is a clichéd one of Britain. Britain has always benefited 

from having tensions and competing tribes inside it. The force of the country has 

come from that mix. To me, Britishness is a Saturday night in London, in Glasgow, in 

Cardiff or in Belfast - it’s the variety on offer for people aged 14 to 70, the vivid 

culture.” 

 

(Bragg in The Guardian Jan 20th 1999) 

 

Bragg’s image of Britain as cultural activity is perhaps unsurprising.  In the lengthy extract below 

group two tried to articulate similar kinds of cultural activity as an evocation of Britain. The use of 30 

images in the group tasks naturally limited what could be represented. Because families were 

encouraged to comment on these limitations they felt free to go beyond the limits of the images 

presented to them. Commenting on images that were not available group two began with sports and 

computers. They then moved onto Saturday night activity like that suggested by Bragg. This sort of 

activity they then moved back to associate with shopping activity. In none of these cases did the idea 

attain true convergence or divergence, agreed upon or rejected by the family. Group two attempted to 

find convergence on this issue: 

 

Paul:  If you were to take any more photos I'd do something 

   about the culture. The football. 

 

Wendy:  What do you mean? 
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Paul:  The football. [Laughs nervously]. 

 

Wendy:  No no. [Backing off a bit]. 

 

Paul:  There's no sort of recreational areas. 

 

Stuart:  Kids sitting in front of computers. 

 

Researcher: I did think of a shot like that of the football pitches at 

   the racecourse but I didn't have the right lens. Is there 

   any one thing that I haven’t photographed that you think 

   I should? 

 

Wendy:  All the people bursting out of the Slug and Lettuce on 

   Friday night. 

 

Jo:  Pub! 

 

Paul:  Pubs! 

 

Wendy:  No I don't. 

 

Jo:  I think so. 

 

Stuart:  It’s the British thing isn't it? 

 

Paul:  It’s a very British thing. 

 

Wendy:  Of course it’s a British thing, you could think of a 

   hundred million things that are just a British thing. But 

   you. 

 

Stuart:  But they’re something that everybody does. 

 

Wendy:  But it doesn't represent Britain though I don't think. I 

   mean. 

 

Jo:  I do. 
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Wendy:  What are the good things about Britain? 

 

Stuart:  Yeah but. You don't necessarily think about the good things. 

 

Jo:  Yeah not necessarily the good things. Is it? 

 

Researcher: You may or may not want to represent Britain warts and all. 

 

Jo:  I'd say shops and a shopping, because there are a lot of 

   shopping centres and things. 

 

Wendy:  Well there are in every town. 

 

Jo:  So! 

 

Stuart:  You don't like shopping. 

 

Wendy:  I'd have thought you'd want to represent the countryside a bit more. 

 

Jo:  Ah! 

 

Wendy:  Personally. There's nothing showing the sort of the range of. 

 

Paul:  What type of countryside? 

 

Wendy:  I don't know how easy to represent it is in a single 

   photograph but. Because Britain obviously includes 

   Wales and Scotland as well. 

 

Jo:  Hills! 

 

Wendy:  Those three pictures. [Talking about the three images of 

   Worcester selected to represent Britain]. Are probably 

   not representative of Wales and Scotland as well. I think 

   they are quite English because they are using Worcester. 

 

Jo:  I think. I think yeah, you kind of, need a picture of 

   the countryside because there isn't one. 
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Having struggled to convince Wendy that there should be an image that could represent these aspects 

of Britain, group two finally fell back onto an easier, stereotyped, visual image of country landscape, 

suggested by Wendy. The passage of conversation was finally closed by the teenage daughter Jo who 

accepted that the countryside could represent Britain, but only in combination with other images. The 

final acceptance of the countryside as an image evoking Britain suggested that it acts as an add-on; an 

image of Britain should include countryside but must also allow for contemporary images of social 

activity.  

 

To summarise talk about the contemporary issues above; the groups found a strong convergent 

association with images that evoked contemporary Britain. There were also global aspects of 

architecture in the images that ‘could be anywhere’. These were used to aid convergence and to evoke 

Britain, but as we shall see might also be identified with as European. The next analytical segmentation 

was to prove particularly influential in this study as it considers the role of stereotyped images in 

attaining family convergence. 

 

Stereotypical Images of Britain. 

Five of the groups referred to images evoking Britain as stereotyped images that would be recognisable 

to anyone who shared ‘traditional images’ of Britain. These included images of London projected onto 

Britain as a whole (wearing bowler hats, the Houses of Parliament, the guards outside Buckingham 

Palace and London buses), images of cricket grounds and ‘traditional’ countryside landscapes like 

those painted by Constable. 

 

Group four talked about images of London: 

 

Jane:  Yeah coz it’s quite funny when we went to Australia 

   wasn’t it? And they saw England as very quaint, because 

   there’s the tourism. The tourist stuff that’s put across 

   there. 

 

Researcher: Yeah that’s right. 

 

Jane:   They think we go around in bowler hats and that. 

 

Jane reflected on the images as stereotypical and unrepresentative as images of Britain. This reflection 

appeared to have been brought on by a visit to Australia.  Jane talked about the ‘funny’ way that 

Australians think of Britain as a reflection of the City of London business district in the 1950s, a land 

populated by bowler-hatted figures. 

 

Jane reflected on unrepresentative stereotypes as ‘funny’, perhaps because she has been put in a 

position to recognise that people around her, on her visit to Australia, where using stereotypes that she 
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knew to be inaccurate. Group one (a middle class family of two adults and one teenage daughter) 

member John tried to invoke a London image of the Houses of Parliament to represent Britain but his 

idea was opposed and replaced by a more general image of a coastal landscape to achieve convergence.  

 

John:  Lets take Britain first, you'd have a sort of um. A 

landmark, building. Such as the Houses of Parliament. 

What is original to Britain? That isn't on the rest of the 

Continent; white cliffs of Dover.  

 

Karen:  [Karen laughs]. I can't think of anything. But yeah the Houses of 

Parliament springs to my mind. But that’s just one 

building isn't it. Its got to be something that’s. 

 

John:  I'd quite like a coastline. 

 

 

Karen:  Yeah, Jane's always commenting that we are very lucky 

to have the entire coastline. [Laugh]. 

 

In this extract a specific stereotypical image was discussed but was rejected because it was not 

considered truly representative of Britain. In most cases a building like the Houses of Parliament was 

rejected as a representation of Britain to be replaced by countryside or coast landscapes or other less 

focused images of London, like a guardsman. Families talking in these extracts displayed an ability to 

recognise the stereotypical image of Britain. In some cases, like bowler-hatted Englishmen or Pearly 

Kings and Queens, this is held up to criticism and is seen as ‘funny’, in cases other cases landscapes 

were used to evoke Britain but the stereotype was not laughed at in the same way. 

 

All of the family groups noted that they had not been presented with an image of the county cricket 

ground in Worcester.  Most people accepted that an image of the cricket ground, containing the 

cathedral was perhaps the only nationally recognisable image of their town that existed. For group 

seven this distinction raised the particular view to one of national importance: 

 

Bill:  Well you should have a picture of the Cricket ground, 

because half the world knows our cricket ground. 

 

Doreen:  It’s quite famous and it’s the most beautiful. 

 

Bill:  So they tell us. 

 

Doreen:  So they tell us yep well we just take it for granted. 
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Researcher: Would you have that as a Worcester thing or a Britain 

thing? 

 

Bill:  Ah Worcester. 

 

Doreen:  Britain, Worcester thing. 

 

Bill:  Yeah because that is world-renowned. 

 

Researcher: That famous view across to the cathedral. 

 

Bill:  Across to the cathedral. 

 

Doreen:  Everybody knows that one. 

 

To achieve convergence Bill had to be persuaded by Doreen that the cricket ground was an image of 

national importance. Indeed the image was finally taken as an evocation of Worcester because its’ 

national importance makes it a matter of local pride. Another of the analytic segments that divide the 

convergent talk about images representing is the use of architecture and houses. These aspects have a 

direct association with ‘heritage’ structures in the landscape.   

 

 

 

 

Architecture and Houses. 

Within convergent talk using domestic architecture as evocations of Britain associations are made with 

particular house types from different periods. There were two particular images of brick built houses 

and a set of images of timber-framed houses used to provoke convergent talk about domestic buildings 

as evocations of Britain: 

 

• One image shows town houses (15) (Georgian) in the part of Worcester known as Britannia 

Square  

• Another shows terraced houses (17) (Victorian) in the area known as the Arboretum. 

• The third is a set of images taken from the city centre showing various medieval domestic 

buildings (1, 4 and 27) characterised by the exposed timber-framed construction and current 

black and white painting. 

 

Architecture in Britannia Square in Particular (15). 
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Only one group mentioned the Georgian houses as representing Britain. Mary and William the elderly 

couple from group five picked out the Georgian houses after a quick fire discussion in which Mary 

made ‘gut reactions’ to images that she ‘imagined’ evoked Britain. Mary also selected the terraced 

houses and park scenes as typically British townscapes, a selection that might suggest every day life 

and local amenities: 

 

Researcher: That’s the um row of houses (17). 

   [Checking which image they are looking at]. 

 

William:  Hmm. 

 

Mary:  Although I would imagine that was typically British (8).  

 

Researcher: The park: 

 

William:  And that That is look. 

 

Researcher: Yeah, Lets put that down there for a minute (8) That’s 

Britannia square (15) with Georgian houses. 

 

William:  And this is look there’s the park (29). 

 

Researcher: That’s actually City Walls Road. 

 

William:  Well that’s right. 

 

Researcher: Just crossing over the bridge [referring to the image of 

City Walls Road] that’s the houses near the front of 

Britannia Square (15). 

 

Mary:  I should I should imagine that would be typically British. 

 

William:  That’s the town yeah. 

 

Apart from William and Mary’s rather rapid inclusion of the town houses as representative of Britain 

the normative discussion surrounded terraced housing.  Five of the family groups discussed the 

terraced houses as images evoking Britain. 

 

Terraced housing (17). 
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The set of images contained one image of terraced housing (17) taken in the Arboretum area of 

Worcester. This image was picked up on as evocative of Britain and discussed by five of the family 

focus groups. William and Mary from group five picked out the terrace as they did the town houses in 

rapid-fire selection that also included an image of flowerbeds. Other families discussed these particular 

images in more detail. 

 

Sarah from group one, the teenage daughter, defined the terraced houses as British because they were 

not typical of the rest of Europe: 

 

Sarah:  That ones quite good for Britain (17) because the 

housing is Britain really. You know I mean, French 

housing and, German, it’s just different wherever you go 

in Europe. 

 

Karen:  A much travelled European. [All laugh]. 

 

The selection of terraced housing as evocative of Britain suggested some of these families visualise 

Britain in ways that should be of interest to ‘heritage’ managers. People in these family groups have 

identified particular domestic accommodation as specially British or English. The possibility that the 

terraced house evoked England rather than Britain was raised by Maude in group six, she was Scots 

and made the distinction based on her sense that the terrace did not evoke Scots identity. Terraces are 

an architecture that people can identify directly with because many of them live or have lived in these 

types of houses. Some people considered these to be specifically northern and associated them with 

media images, Coronation Street in particular. This is a ‘heritage’ that people are still in touch with on 

a day to day basis and so they feel that they have an entitlement to use them in their evocation for 

Britain without controversy.  

 

Timber-framed (medieval) domestic architecture (1, 4 and 27). 

A different, older style of domestic architecture was also treated by the family groups as British and 

non-controversial. Although few located these buildings as representations of a particular historical 

period they were happy to think of them as important townscape features. Like the terraced houses five 

different groups discussed these images in relation to Britain. Many timber-framed houses still survive 

in Worcester city centre; they are a source of considerable local pride and as the next section shows 

form strong images evoking Europe too.  

 

The set of images contained 3 pictures of timber-framed houses. One was a post card of the buildings 

that house the Commandery (4) (a tourist presentation based on the Civil War battle of Worcester). The 

second was a pen and ink post card of timber-framed shops in Friar Street (1) and the last was a 

photograph of the building that contains the city archaeological museum (27). 
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Group two used the timber-framed houses as an issue for convergence on Britain: 

 

Jo:  I think that’s Worcester (1). 

 

Stuart:  Well the timber-framed building could be anywhere in  

   this country I would have thought. 

 

Wendy:  There are a lot in Worcester. 

 

Stuart:  Tut. They're not. 

 

Jo:  There are. 

 

Paul:  There aren’t! Where are they then? There's Friar Street. 

 

Jo:  There's Friar Street, there's there. There's the 

   Commandery. 

 

Paul:  Jo, Jo, Jo I'm just saying. 

 

Jo:  Yeah. 

 

Paul:  That is on the same sort of road as Friar Street. 

 

Jo:  So! 

 

Paul:  Tis not! Isn’t it’s like Friar Street. 

 

Wendy:  Isn’t. 

 

Stuart & Wendy together:  It’s by the Co-op. 

 

Paul:  There's one bit up there, there's about three buildings 

   there, where else in Worcester? 

 

Jo:  Oh the Commandery, um I could think of some. 

 

Stuart:  Don't argue about it. It is a. There aren’t that many now 

   that have been saved, no. The vast majority have been 

   knocked down. But a lot of towns do have them. So it’s 
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   typically British. 

 

Jo:  Well you've got, you've got. 

 

Stuart:  To my mind it’s British. I don't know enough about the 

   rest of Europe. 

 

Jo from group two opened the discussion by suggesting that a line drawing, postcard view, of timber-

framed shops in Friar Street evoked Worcester. This evocation was expanded on by Wendy to take in 

Britain. The relative numbers of these types of building were then argued out. The argument took place 

between Stuart, who remembered how many such building were lost during the 70s redevelopment, 

and his daughter (Kim) who considered there to be a lot of these buildings left. Despite the argument 

the basic idea that these buildings represented Britain remained at the end. As he closed the discussion 

Stuart reflected on his lack of entitlement to talk about Europe, suggesting that these building types 

might be as European as British. 

 

An Englishness theme was identified by group two who qualified their convergence on the timber-

framed building, they represent England not Britain, because you don’t find them in Scotland. 

 

Jo:  Now that’s very westernised isn’t it? (1).  

 

Mark:  Yeah then again the timbered stuff to me I know it’s 

   there it’s not something I think of Worcester 

   automatically it’s that we’ve got a few timber buildings. 

 

Jo:  It’s England isn’t it. It’s not really Britain it’s England. 

 

Researcher: Yeah that’s. 

 

Jo:  You don’t really get that in Scotland. 

 

Researcher: Do you want to put one towards Britain with the proviso 

   that it’s England? 

 

Mark:  Yeah. 

 

Like the terraced houses, the acceptance of timber-framed (medieval) domestic housing as 

uncontroversial representations of Britain or England is of interest. Here we have an image that might 

be considered part of the ‘traditional’, quaint and very ‘un-modern’ stereotype of Britain. These 

buildings however, are still part of people’s everyday lives in Worcester; they are shops and businesses 
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as well as centres for the tourist trade. These are seen as genuine representations of Britishness or 

Englishness; they also forge an important link with European images, as the next section of the chapter 

will show. 

 

Transport. 

In 1998 Worcester City Council, prompted by Agenda 21 from the Rio de Janeiro World Environment 

Conference, carried out focus groups on a variety of local environmental issues. The City Council 

concluded that the key issues concerning their City were traffic and transportation issues. Transport 

was an issue in the local newspapers at the time of the focus groups. During the family focus groups 

people in three of them discussed transport issues that they considered characteristic not only of 

Worcester but also of Britain as a whole. The issue cannot however, be considered as normative across 

the family focus groups. Both groups two and four associated Britain with traffic, whilst group five felt 

that canals were associated with Britain, especially through the children’s television programme Rosie 

and Jim. The canal issue was also raised by group nine who associated the former importance of 

Worcester on British waterways and its decline in the era of rail and road transport as worthy of 

representing Britain. 

 

During group two’s discussion Stuart (who works in Birmingham) raised the nearby motorway 

network as a very British image. The difficulties that the group perceived in Worcester’s traffic were 

associated with a nation-wide malaise: 

 

Stuart:  It’s about so much what you do day to day isn’t it. I  

   mean, I could say about like the programme I was 

   watching before I went out [Stuart was out when the 

   researcher arrived] was all about the M6, and I spend 

   half my life on the M6 and there’s no, and there’s 

   nothing.  

 

Wendy:  That’s typical of Britain isn’t it. 

 

Stuart:   nothing within sort of but it is a lot of um, most cities 

   are surrounded by these horrible motorways now. The 

   transport systems and the, motorways taking over as 

   we’ve said right at the very beginning, our arguments 

   about the main thing about Worcester, there’s no 

   adequate public transport. 

 

Group nine’s discussion conveniently drew together two transport issues: 

 

Brian:  Yeah I think that one (6) can go into the Britain one  
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because Worcester is an important junction of canals 

and waterways and while everyone passes it on the 

M1 on the M5 I mean um an awful lot of people find 

their way through Worcester when they are navigating 

mainly because the main canal actually goes into the 

river. 

 

Rose:  You've got three canals you've got one here that’s 

a boat with the canal. (5). 

 

Brian:  But that’s got a signpost on it (12), which relates to other 

places. 

 

Researcher: Yes Birmingham and Stourport. 

 

Brian:  It’s less parochial. 

 

Researcher: Yes, I sometimes ask where Worcester is in Britain. 

 

Brian:  Well this is point I'd talk up when you say Worcester is 

like Warwick, it’s not at all, Warwick is on the main 

highway it’s one of the its on the main route from the 

midlands to London and if you go to London from 

anywhere the towns which you pass through become 

features, Worcester is a place you don't go through from 

anywhere to anywhere unless you happen to want to go 

to Mid-Wales and you drop off the M5. 

 

Rose:  The M5's pretty near isn't it. 

 

Brian:  Yeah but you don't nobody stops to go to Worcester. 

 

Rose:  They don't bother to stop at Worcester Oh Worcester 

where's Worcester? 

 

Brian:  They drive past because they are trying to get down to 

Devon or Cornwall or somewhere, or they're rushing up 

to Birmingham to catch an aeroplane. No body ever 

comes to Worcester unless they have run out of petrol or 
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looking for fuel a bit cheaper than the motorway, but, but 

Worcester is on one of the main routes to Mid-Wales to 

Aberystwyth er it has never been on the railway route, it on the 

railway but not on the mainline  like the M5. The main railway 

bypassed Worcester it went north south and missed Worcester 

completely. The Midlands railway station was out at Stetchly for 

many years. Because there was no link until they built the Oxford 

Worcester and Wolverhampton railway many years later that there 

was actually a cross country route that came across into the city. 

 

Researcher: So Worcester has really suffered from people stopping 

using the waterways? 

 

Brian:  That’s right it was an important place when the river 

and the canals were built but when the always came along they 

bypassed Worcester completely which is understandable because 

it’s like going to Hull or Scunthorpe you wouldn't go there  

unless you had to go there. 

 

Researcher: No, Yes, it’s interesting that the waterways link 

Worcester into the more industrial West Midlands. 

 

Brian:  The point I am making is Worcester has two very 

important locks where the canals go into the river Severn that is the 

point where the canal system becomes immediately connected to 

the sea. Sort of becomes a sea artery and there are other locks 

further up at Stourport that come out into the Severn but by that 

time the river is so small that these days navigation has stopped. 

  

Brian and Rose were keen ‘heritage’ ‘buffs’ and had a good understanding of the history of their town. 

Brian explained in detail why the waterways around Worcester are a significant image from the cities 

past and that these have been superseded by the road network. The canals and river Severn brought 

people to Worcester and made the city of national importance. The roads and rail take people away and 

reduce the importance of the city. Brian argued that this makes an image of Worcester’s waterways 

evocative of Britain rather than the city. Brian’s level of knowledge seemed to make convergence easy 

for this couple. 

 

Despite Brian’s lengthy description of the national importance of waterways to Worcester, other 

groups did not pick up this issue as a matter of uncontroversial Britishness. He was however, talking 
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about a local issue as well as a national one and has slipped into a much more narrative form of speech. 

This is reflected in chapter eight in more detail.  

 

Convergent talk about images of Britain; a summary. 

The convergent talk about images amongst the family focus groups gave an insight into the areas of 

being British that people felt easy talking about. These areas were not particularly loaded with 

nationalist points of reference; they were more images of the every day. Shopping activity and 

domestic housing suggest the kind of Britain that politicians like Hague have tried to evoke in their 

descriptions of Britain. Many images that people demonstrated in their evocations for Britain were 

rejected because they were not genuine but rather were unrepresentative stereotypes (e.g. the projection 

of images of London to represent Britain or the tainting of Georgian town houses as British by 

Hollywood representation of it in ‘Mary Poppins’). Also of interest is the readiness of these family 

groups to question the legitimacy of characterising Britain rather than England and Scotland. In these 

cases Scotland was far more readily distinguished from England than Wales was. For the social value 

of ‘heritage’ point of view it is important to note the readiness of people to relate to ‘heritage’ like 

timber-framed (medieval) buildings or terraced houses that they live with on a day-to-day basis. 

 

 

 

 

b) Divergent talk about images of Britain. 

As stated above the family groups often had difficulty in deciding whether particular images that 

‘could be anywhere’ should represent Britain or in some cases Europe. On many occasions ‘it could be 

anywhere’ images where used to evoke a sense of British identity, but this was sometimes questioned 

when the same image might also evoke a more global concept (that of Europe) resulting in divergence. 

The nature of the data relating to disagreement over whether an image evoked Britain or Europe was 

idiosyncratic in nature in comparison with the extracts where families were able to decide with relative 

ease. There were also many cases of divergence that amounted to a single comment from one group 

member that was ignored by the others bent on convergence. 

 

Two areas of discussion stand out amongst the idiosyncratic passages within this group of data: The 

first of these is the representation of shopping scenes again; the other is the representation of 

monumental (medieval) buildings like the cathedral, churches or remnants of the city defences. The 

rest of the idiosyncratic topics ranged through; the cinema, the racecourse, Elgar’s music, Georgian 

architecture, contemporary architecture, the Christmas fair, timber-framed (medieval) domestic 

architecture to McDonald’s. 

 

Shopping scenes: are they so British? 

The representations of the shopping scenes were not always as easily understood as suggested by the 

convergent use discussed above. Group two in particular discussed at length whether these scenes 
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should be considered British or European. The arguments that raged within this group generated most 

of the seven extracts in this section. Although this actually makes this set of data idiosyncratic it is 

worth further analysis. Group two defined themselves as the ‘family who can never agree on anything’ 

and they lived up to this reputation when discussing the shopping scenes. 

 

On six occasions group two began to define the shopping scenes as typically British, but on each of 

those occasions arguments were made that suggested this might represent Europe. On none of these 

occasions could the family close the argument one way or the other. The extract below is an example 

of their problems, faced here with trying to use the scene of shops and a bus (19) to represent Britain: 

 

Wendy:  I think that’s Britain actually. You don't get streets like 

   that. (19). 

 

Stuart:  Oh yes hey! 

 

Jo:  No you don't. 

 

Stuart:  Well not just the bus, I'm talking about the shopping. 

 

Jo:  No I'd that’s typically Britain. 

 

Stuart:  Or not. 

 

Wendy:  You don't get shops like that. 

 

Jo:  You don't. 

 

Stuart:  In where? 

 

Paul:  Germany. It all looks like that. 

 

Wendy:  Does it. 

 

Paul:  Yeah.  

 

Jo:  Like.  [Murmurs something]. 

 

Wendy  Shut-up. 

 

Jo & Stuart: [Laugh]. 
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Paul:  The time where I went it looked exactly the same as 

   that. 

 

Stuart:  Did it? 

 

Paul:  Yeah. 

 

Stuart  In Germany? 

 

Wendy:  went to Germany actually. 

 

Jo:  What about Spain and France? 

 

Paul:  All right, but. 

 

Stuart:  No nothing like that. In no. 

 

Jo:  In anywhere else apart from Britain, (slapping down the 

   image) Britain. Ahem. 

 

Paul:  It’s not the easiest. 

 

Stuart:  We didn't all decide did we? 

 

Jo:  Oh God! 

 

Wendy:  Is your tape still on? 

 

It may be that the problems encountered by group two with using the shopping images to evoke Britain 

were because they found the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule insurmountable and divergence resulted. Most 

groups were able to focus on the shopping activity to allow the images to evoke Britain. As the next 

part of this chapter will show, most families could still invoke the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule at any 

time to make these images available to represent both Britain and Europe. Although the struggles of 

group two cannot be considered normative in this analysis, despite single extracts from groups one and 

four along similar lines, they do suggest that the shopping scenes may be of importance in other 

analyses within this work, most notably the analysis of European representations below. 

 

Uncertainty over what monumental (medieval) architecture represents. 
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On eight occasions the family groups suggested that monumental (medieval) architecture, like 

Worcester cathedral, might represent Britain but had difficulty achieving convergence. Five different 

groups had this problem and none were included in part one of this chapter as uncontested British 

images. 

 

An example came from group two: 

  

Wendy:  I'd say Edgar tower was a bit Britainy. (3). 

 

Paul:  No, no I'd say that was Europe. 

 

Wendy:  Hmm. 

 

Stuart:  I don't know, I think that architecture. 

 

Paul:  No coz I think. There's stuff like that in um. 

 

Stuart:  Northern France? 

 

Paul:  In Salzburg, when I went there. 

 

Stuart:  Was there. 

 

In the extract above Wendy suggested that the Edgar Tower, a former medieval city gate, should 

represent Britain. Paul and Wendy caused divergence as they both countered this with evidence for 

similar architecture in Europe: 

 

The cathedral was often described as just as likely to be Europe as Britain or Worcester on a number of 

occasions in this set of data. Both groups one and seven used the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ to 

describe the cathedral. Group nine also tried to find convergence by using the image of cathedral and 

Elgar’s statue:  

 

Rose:  So we want one for Britain and one for Europe. 

 

Brian:  Hmm, how about that on for Britain. (13). 

 

Rose:  Well we aren’t we going to have the cathedral or the. 

 

Brian:  We've got one of the cathedral. 
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Rose:  But that’s for Worcester what about that one. (21). 

 

Brian:  What’s the connection with the rest of Britain? 

 

Rose:  Well it’s a cathedral city. 

 

[Pause] 

 

Rose:  Go on stick the cathedral in. 

 

Researcher: As British. 

 

Rose: Well I don't know European, well I suppose he's one of the 

composers of Europe everybody knows him. 

 

Brian: You've managed to get the cathedral into all of them. [Rose 

laughs]. 

 

Rose:  Well go on then. 

 

Brian: I get frustrated at the thought that the only thing people can 

think of about Worcester is the cathedral. 

 

Researcher: Yes. 

 

Rose: Well find something then you've got the Alice Otley School (16) 

you've go the got the records office (23) there's Reindeer court. 

(28). 

 

Brian: Well we've been to some lovely places in Germany where this, 

this is dwarfed the whole town is like that (1) places like Gofler 

what’s the name of that. 

 

Researcher: We just haven’t got anything left like that. 

 

Brian:  No. 

 

Rose: Put Elgar with Britain then get rid of the Worcester cathedral then 

and at least we’ve got Elgar then because that is Worcester, well 

then it’s just one more for Europe then. 
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Brian and Rose selected the photograph of the cathedral with Elgar’s statue in front of it specifically to 

give a British meaning to that representation. Group nine finished up achieving convergence out of 

divergence by including an extra detail, Elgar.  

 

The lack of interest shown by the groups for using the monumental (medieval) architecture in 

Worcester to represent Britain is very interesting. It is just these large medieval structures that one 

might anticipate to be loaded with ‘Banal Nationalist’ (Billig 1995) meaning. Yet this analysis suggests 

that the significance of buildings such as these will lie in the analysis of representations of Europe. 

 

Divergent talk about images of Britain; a summary. 

The divergent talk about images representing Britain was on the whole cut off at birth, consisting of 

single phrases that were dismissed by the group in the search for convergence. On the occasions when 

the analysis picked out longer passages the divergence appears to be caused by the phrase ‘it could be 

anywhere’. With reference to Britain the phrase suggests that there is a lack of detail on which a person 

can rest their gaze to evoke Britain. Where the use of the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ has a role in 

evoking, or not evoking, Britain it is much more evident in talk about Europe.  

 

 2. People’s Talk About Europe: Struggle and Reconciliation. 
 

When asked to use images of Worcester to exemplify aspects of the nation state in which they lived, 

the subject families found the task both easy and taxing at different times. This section of the chapter 

once again follows the analysis process as it is confronted by the struggles for convergence on the 

subject of Europe. The families often suggested that they found the task of talking about Europe more 

difficult than talking about both their hometown and Britain.  This was analysed by segmenting the 

convergent and divergent: 

 

a) Family struggles over representing Europe (divergence). 

b) Ways to reconcile this struggle (convergence).  

 

a) Struggling with Europe. 

The struggles that the families experienced when trying to achieve convergence on Europe are 

analysed in this section below, paying particular attention to:  

 

• Doubts about the right to talk about Europe at all. 

• How people construct Europe for themselves. 

• How people use references to particular nations. 

• Rules that people use to make their choices, particularly ‘it could be anywhere’. 
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All of the family groups indicated that the most difficult part of the focus group task was achieving 

convergence by selecting images to evoke Europe. Why was this? Expression of difficulty with the 

European part of the task was a normative response across all of the families who took part in the 

project. Families questioned the evidence on which they were basing their decisions. The answer often 

appeared to be seeing Worcester without the special details that make it home. This may have reflected 

a matter of seeing their own hometown in this way for the first time, suggesting in turn that people did 

not look at their surroundings in the terms that the task required on a regular basis. When the context 

required however, as with the task set them here, people seemed able to find different ways of 

understanding the landscape around them. 

 

Group six (Maude and George) were confronted with the difficulty of the task when they looked for 

references to Europe in their local Worcester townscape: 

  

Maude:  Well yes of course when you know a place it’s just what 

you've been used to seeing , your not sort of compare, this 

was Victorian surely isn't it? (26). 

 

George:  Opposite McDonald’s. 

 

Maude:  Yes that’s right. 

 

George:  You suddenly realise it’s quite a difficult task. 

 

Maude:  You want us to say whether that could be anywhere in 

Europe? 

 

George:  Yeah, it’s just whether you feel that idea was English or 

European. 

 

Maude:  I do think that, don’t you. 

 

George:  Mhmm, Yes, yes. 

 

Maude reflected on the task of looking at a place that you know well, in a different light. In the extract 

below George was particularly surprised by the difficulty of the task because he expected to be talking 

about Worcester rather than Europe.  

 

What Evidence gives us the Right to Talk About Europe? 

Maude and George continued by questioning the evidence required to comment on Europe at all: 
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Maude:  Right well we've narrowed it down a bit. 

 

Researcher: We have a bit haven’t we. So we've got Europe there as 

the fair and the cathedral and the, other church. 

 

Maude:  And the church. 

 

Researcher: And you’re happy about that. Interesting that Europe was 

the easiest. 

 

Maude:  Oh yeah. [In a surprised tone]. 

 

Researcher: Most people had gone for the fair. 

 

Maude:  As I say we've not really travelled. 

 

George:  We just learn from pictures that we see. 

 

Maude:  Well I spose so. 

 

Researcher: Thing was even if you haven’t travelled you still had an 

idea in you head of what you think it was. 

 

Maude:  Well you see pictures. 

 

Maude was concerned with organising the task that they had been set. The researcher helped her (and 

made clear to the tape which images were being discussed) by listing the choices that they had made 

for Europe. The researcher then commented that it was ‘interesting that Europe was the easiest’. 

Maude was a little surprised at this and although the researcher tried to discuss the choice of the fair 

Maude and George felt compelled to explain the evidence upon which their choices were based. 

Although George and Maude had pulled out images for Europe fairly quickly they obviously perceived 

tht atask as a struggle. It seemed that convergence was easier to make that it was to explain. First 

Maude explained that they had not really travelled (although they later revealed that they had been to 

France and Portugal). This was a disclaimer; Maude suggested that she would have had to travel 

widely to talk about this subject. Maude’s disclaimer raised the notion of ‘category entitlement’ used 

by Potter and Wetherell (1987, 116-137). A speaker in a conversation claims ‘Category entitlement’ 

when they relate to a particular social category, a doctor for instance, which gives him/her authority to 

speak on a medical matter. In Maude’s instance she was actually disclaiming ‘category entitlement’ 

because she had not travelled. Of course we later learn that she had travelled to France and Portugal, 

which suggested that for Maude at least, a person must be widely travelled to speak with authority on 
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Europe. George followed Maude’s disclaimer by raising the possibility that seeing pictures of Europe 

in everyday life might give them some insight into what Europe looks like. George however, did not 

raise the experience of seeing pictures to the same level as having actually been there. ‘We just learn’ 

he said ‘from pictures’, the word ‘just’ indicates that second hand knowledge was a poor relation to 

actually seeing places. Maude picks up on George’s idea at this point and remembered the task that 

they had been set, to find three images for Europe, which they had already done. Maude took on board 

the idea, rather uncertainly, that seeing pictures of Europe may not amount to the ‘category 

entitlement’ of a seasoned traveller but it might just have been enough evidence to allow them to 

complete their task.  

In contrast to George’s need for first hand experience to talk about Europe, Maude, albeit rather 

hesitantly, was prepared to accept pictures as surrogate experience, at least to close out the task that she 

had been set. Visual images of Europe are readily available to people in their everyday lives through 

post cards, newspapers, current affairs and news on Television and holiday photographs. In this 

context the use of the visual was an important, vicarious, sense of place available to people because it 

was a readily accessible resource. For George, in the extract above, however, this resource of images 

was not a ‘category entitlement’ in the same way as actual experience, divergence remained. 

 

This avoidance of the issue (divergence) was a common occurrence when areas in which they sensed a 

lack of ‘category entitlement’ confronted people. The research methods themselves gave ample 

opportunity to avoid particular issues by providing a set of pictures that on the one hand focused 

conversation but on the other allowed people to move on seamlessly to another less controversial 

image. In Maude’s case above she picked up an image that was often used to represent Europe (the fair 

9), an issue dealt with later in this chapter. 

 

It may be that the declaration of a lack of ‘category entitlement’ to talk about Europe masked a 

reluctance to talk about Europe as a political issue. This may have reflected the family unit seeking to 

present a united identity and ‘not talking politics in public’. Only one family group (seven, Bill and 

Doreen) talked of Europe in overtly political terms, and then they raised the idea specifically to reject 

it. Despite this sense of struggle and divergence all of the family groups were able to select three 

images to evoke Europe. In fact, as demonstrated by the selection of the fair image (9) discussed 

below, some images were selected as almost self-evidently European.   

 

Constructions of what was and was not Europe.  

The very nature of the task set for the families asked them to place images in categories. As a result it 

was not surprising that people talked about Europe as a category. This can be described in two ways, 

first as ‘inter-category heterogenisation’ (Condor 1997), an activity by which people find ways to 

separate Europe from the local (i.e. Worcester), the national (any nation state) or more global 

institutions (e.g. McDonald’s).  The second type of categorisation of interest here was ‘intra-category 

homogenisation’ (Condor 1997), by which people seek out ways to suggest that Europe was a category 

in its own right. 
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The extract below illustrates these categorisations: 

      

Stuart:  I'm not happy with the bus one. (19). 

 

Jo  I think the bus ones very good. Me and mum put it in 

there. 

 

Stuart  Well I just 

 

Wendy  Every other European country. Tut oh. If the shop 

names weren’t English that could be any sort of little town in 

Europe couldn't it? All the towns have buses. 

 

Jo  Nooo, you could say that for everything. 

 

Wendy  Perhaps more buses than 

 

Jo  You could say that if those people (in 24) had Japanese 

faces, then they were Japanese  

 

Wendy  Fine then 

 

Stuart  Not with scaffolding up all the time though 

 

Jo  In stead of the cathedral I'd like a Pagoda! 

 

Stuart  There's never a bus in Worcester when you want one 

though. (19) and the roads are never free of traffic like that you 

haven’t got one of the snarled up traffic congestion in the morning 

that we sit in every morning. That would be Worcester. 

 

Jo  Yeah but you could say that for all purposes. Like if the 

cathedral had like a pagoda shape on the top. Then it could be. It 

wouldn't be. 

 

Stuart  Hmmm. Marks and Spencer here (24). 

 

Stuart began by suggesting that image (19) which depicted a bus in front of a small row of Victorian 

style shops did not evoke Europe. Jo his teenage daughter objected to this because she and Wendy put 
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the image there in the first place. Wendy came in to defend her daughter’s position and suggested that 

the presence of shops and buses was perfectly likely to be anywhere in Europe, a homogenising factor, 

whilst the language on the shop signs differentiated Europe from England. In the same passage Wendy 

defined Europe as both homogenous, (inclusive of Britain), and heterogeneous (made different from 

Britain by language). Jo then objected to Wendy’s attempts at presenting a homogenous Europe, she 

seemed keen to concentrate on heterogeneous issues. Wendy tried to carry on her attempt at defining 

Europe by common factors by re-emphasising the bus, rather than the shops with their signs in English. 

Jo was determined to push her point that the heterogeneous aspects were the distinctive features when 

defining Europe. She picked out a street scene (24) from the pedestrianised shopping area and 

commented on the people in the picture. If they had Japanese faces then the image would be Japan and 

not Europe, the backdrop was global but other details defined the image. Jo’s use of racial differences 

was a powerful argument for the importance of heterogeneous definition of a location but her parents 

seemed to perceive that this was a dangerously divisive course for the conversation to take. Wendy 

conceded the point in the hope that it would end the discussion and convergence would result. Stuart 

tried to joke about the scaffolding on the image, this detail suggested local issues or perhaps an 

evocation of Britain. The allusion to local issues actually supported Jo’s argument that details mark out 

images as not European. It seems that by focusing on particular details an image was given specific 

meaning that was more useful for categorising Worcester or a particular nation. Jo pushed home this 

point by saying that replacing the cathedral in one of the images with a Pagoda would change its 

meaning. Stuart continued his line by adding irregular bus services, heavy traffic and the presence of 

Marks and Spencer’s to his categorisation of Worcester and Britain. 

 

Wendy’s attempt to categorise Europe through homogenous aspects of the images with which the 

family was working appeared at this point to have failed leaving divergence. Taking the heterogeneous 

approach; stating what Europe was not; i.e. Japan, Worcester or Britain had not however, helped the 

family complete their task. They were compelled by their task to look for homogenous definitions of 

Europe that included features of Worcester once again. Group two’s attempts to achieve convergence 

on Europe continued: 

 

Stuart  Well what about that (24). Are we chucking out the  

Odeon then? [they get rid of the Odeon]. 

 

Researcher That’s the walking down the street, there's two of those 

(24) and (22). 

 

Stuart  I don't like the scaffold on that one (24). Put me off it. 

 

Paul  It’s Europe. I'd say that was Europe that. If you took the 

names of the shops off I'd say was Europe. 
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Wendy  All right put it as Europe. 

 

Stuart  That’s Europe. 

 

Jo  I'd say the one with M & S was Europe (24). The one 

that Chris's got, that was Europe More Britain (22) 

 

Stuart  It’s got telephone boxes and stuff in front of them. (22) 

 

Stuart began by singling out one of the scenes of people walking through the pedestrianised shopping 

centre and disposing of the image of the 1920s cinema. The researcher pointed out that they had two 

similar images. Stuart thought back to the earlier discussion and reiterated the local meaning of the 

scaffolding. This time though Paul, their teenage son, picked up on the heterogeneous nature of the 

shop architecture, omitting the signs in English. Wendy was glad to place the image in the Europe 

category; it was a point she had argued earlier. Both Stuart and Jo conceded that (24) showing the 

scaffolding and Marks and Spencer’s can represent Europe, but they still found a way to exclude the 

other shopping scene (22) because it contains telephone boxes. This passing shot from Jo suggested 

that the stereotype of red telephone boxes were such strong British images that she was able apply 

them to the contemporary BT boxes in the street scenes (that are not red and are probably in a more 

global style) without reflection.    

 

This struggle for convergence by the members of family group two illustrated a second factor that 

made finding images to evoke Europe a struggle for all of the families. As fast as the homogenous 

detail in an image was identified, in this case shops and shopping, heterogeneous details rose to 

obscure the issue. It seems all too easy to define what Europe was not rather than pick out details that 

suggest what it was. This approach to defining Europe raised its head time and time again in chapter 

two as a divisive approach to European identity as it places emphasis on the other, the outsider. The 

ability to articulate constructions of Europe must also be seen in relation to constructions of particular 

nations, especially as Europe is commonly understood along side or in conflict with nation states (see 

chapter two). The analysis of constructions of Europe consequently included segmentation by 

references to particular nations. 

 

Reference to European Nations. 

The reference to particular nations was analysed by segmenting the passages that contained a reference 

to any nation other than the UK. The passages were then analysed as either normative or idiosyncratic 

(Morgan 1997). There were forty-nine accounts of nations in total (See Appendix Two). Five accounts 

occurred in discussions about images representing the local, fifteen occurred in discussions about 

Britain and twenty-nine took place in conversations about images representing Europe. Of the forty-

nine references seven did not refer to Europe in any way. In most cases Europe was being discussed 
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directly in relation to the image or it was being used as a comparison with the subject, for example in 

this case the subject was Britain and Europe the comparison: 

 

Sarah  That ones quite good for Britain (17) because the 

housing was Britain really. You know I mean, French housing and, 

German, it’s just different wherever you go in Europe. 

 

Karen  A much travelled European. 

 

[All laugh.] 

 

 

It was perhaps not surprising that so many references were related in some way to Europe as that was a 

specific part of the task that the groups were focused on, it did however, suggest a general openness to 

talk about Europe that was beneficial to the research. 

 

Idiosyncratic Accounts. 

Of the forty-nine accounts of nations made in the Family Focus Groups, nine could be described as 

idiosyncratic. These accounts were either a single mention of a nation or only one group mentioned 

them. The nations falling into this group were Greece, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Norway, Italy, and 

Austria.  

 

It was surprising to find popular holiday destinations in this group, one might have expected people to 

use accounts of Spain for example more that they did. In fact there was an apparent reluctance to 

discuss southern European nations like Greece or Yugoslavia, which were rejected or ignored by 

people when raised by the interviewer. Greece was raised on two occasions with the same group but 

dismissed by the line ‘was Greece Europe, it’s debatable’. 

 

Portugal was used as an example of a European nation visited by one group on holiday yet it was not 

used again as an example of a European country despite that holiday experience. Similarly Sweden was 

not used in conversation, as European but was simply an example of a place were ‘they drive on the 

left’. 

 

Other idiosyncratic accounts are oriented towards Europe in conversation. Spain was allied to France 

as a strong representation of Europe but was never raised again. Italy was used as a European nation 

that had a current local connection through a museum display. Austria was a single reference to 

European medieval architecture that was similar to some of that seen in Worcester.  

 

Lastly Norway was used in a desperate attempt to relate Stonehenge to Europe. Norway was used in 

conjunction with Holland as possible locations for standing stones that would orient Stonehenge to 
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Europe. This orientation made by Jane was lost in the conversation as Phil argued that Stonehenge 

represented Britain, which finally located Stonehenge as a typically British monument.  

 

  Jane  Completely special for the world to look at Standing 

     stones Well it’s got to be Europe coz isn’t it older than 

     other places, places weren’t discovered when these 

     things were built were they?  I don’t now when America 

     was discovered my history’s not very good. 

 

Researcher [The researcher talks about discovery of Americas] 

 

Jane  I’m not very good at history as you can see 

 

   [Pause] 

 

Jane  Well they must had that sort of thing in Norway and 

   um Holland   

 

Phil  Well to me it’s very Britain 

 

Jane  I haven’t seen any abroad Have I been in the right place? 

 

Phil  To me there Britain, unique to Britain 

 

 

This attempt at orienting a prehistoric monument (a national flagship site and World Heritage Site) as a 

European monument, in terms other than nationalistic pride, indicated that there might have been some 

openness to a non-nationalist representation of prehistory. 

 

The idiosyncratic accounts suggested a resistance to orienting southern European nations as a part of 

Europe, and that further analysis of the understanding of Stonehenge as an image may be of interest. 

The former may be a result of the northern European nature of the images presented but would 

certainly bear further investigation. The latter is an area that has been considered in detail by Bender 

(1998) in her work on Stonehenge in the landscape. Bender concentrated however, on those who work 

and identify strongly with the site. It may be that there is more scope to consider the symbolic role of 

Stonehenge with people who only occasionally interact with images of the stones. 

 

Normative Accounts. 

The bulk of the national references made by the Family Focus Groups (forty in all) can be described as 

normative. They are mentioned by at least three of the eight groups and in some cases all of the groups. 
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Belgium (4) had the smallest of the ‘normative national references’ followed by Holland (6) and then 

Germany (10) and France (20). 

 

In three of the four accounts of Belgium (made by three groups) the country was used to represent 

Europe. In all of the extracts people drew on Belgium as like Britain in terms of domestic architecture 

monumental architecture and landscape. Of the all nations referred to by the groups Belgium was the 

strongest example of a cognitively available place that was somewhere in Europe and that was similar 

to Britain. 

 

Holland was used in a very different manner to Belgium. Holland was used six times by three groups. 

Holland was used as an example of somewhere in Europe but not as an example of architecture. 

Holland was raised in relation to landscape associated with boats and canals. The accounts of Holland 

are not clearly similar or different to Britain; however, there may have been a connection to the local 

canal network that might have some relevance in the analysis of local evocation. 

 

Germany and France were the largest sets of extract and covered more groups.  Indeed France was 

mentioned by all of the groups. This may reflect the image of France and Germany as the main 

political and cultural protagonists in Europe or their geographical proximity to Britain. 

 

Four groups mentioned Germany.  Within the extracts there was no stable or commonly accepted 

representation of Germany, sometimes Germany was European other times it was not, sometimes 

Germany was like Britain or Worcester, other times it was not.  Where Germany was used in 

conjunction with France however, it constitutes an unassailable representation of Europe. For example: 

 

 

John  Lets start at the bit harder end. I think this ones good for  

Europe. (9) 

 

Karen  Just because you have seen one of those in France. 

[laughs] 

 

John  Well yeah, I mean the image of the merry-go-round 

thing was quite good. The cathedral spires and things silhouetted 

behind. The cluster of house’s got a European feel about it, people 

congregating, evening activity. It was quite European. 

 

Karen  It could be Germany. 
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Despite this example of Germany as a powerful representation of Europe there was not enough 

evidence for this role across the body of the data suggesting that despite its sometimes-powerful 

European reference it was a ‘free-floating signifier’ for analytical purposes. 

 

France, unlike Germany was mentioned by all of the groups. France was used as a very clear 

representation of Europe, in eighteen out of twenty extracts. In terms of monumental architecture 

(cathedrals, churches or other medieval structures like the Edgar Tower) France was associated with 

both Europe and Britain or Worcester. The same was also true for timber-framed domestic architecture 

but not for Victorian terraced domestic architecture. In the case of timber-framed buildings Britain or 

Worcester was similar to France that in turn represented Europe. In the case of Victorian terraces 

Britain or Worcester was not similar to France, which still represented Europe. Contemporary 

shopping centres or industrial estates are also regarded as similar to Worcester, Britain and France and 

thus Europe. 

 

The image of the Worcester Christmas fair was also seen as highly evocative of France and 

consequently of Europe. This connection was made in the full understanding that the surrounding 

architecture was important (See previous extract). 

 

Carol  Or do you think the fair should be in Europe? 

 

Debbie  Ah perhaps it should 

 

Mark  Could be yeah, coz they have, in France and places 

 

Carol  I think we’ll have that one instead of that one. 

 

Mark  Yeah 

 

Julie  Yeah 

 

In terms of landscape accounts of France made this particular nation representative of Europe. In some 

cases British landscape was compared to France, generally when looking at the image of the river and 

boat (6). On another occasion France was represented as a spacious countryside that was different from 

Britain but still European. 

 

Accounts of France as a nation were clearly the most cognitively available representation of Europe 

within peoples talk about their physical environment. People associated medieval monumental 

architecture and timber-framed domestic architecture in Britain and Worcester with the built 

environment in France and consequently with Europe. Victorian and Georgian architecture was not 

afforded the same association with France or by that connection Europe. Aspects of modernity like 
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shopping centres were associated with France and Europe as was the sense of human activity 

represented by the busy shopping scenes and the fair image. 

 

The prominent cultural role played in Europe by France may go some way to explaining this 

phenomena which would suggest that people were working with a political definition of Europe rather 

than a geographical one. References to Europe rather than specific nations produced a particular phrase 

or form of talk that has already been referred to earlier in this chapter; this is the phrase ‘it could be 

anywhere’. 

 

The ‘it could be anywhere’ Rule. 

The use of the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’, or variations on that theme was used in talk about Britain 

(see above). The same phrase was used again when discussing images that might or might not evoke 

Europe. All of the family groups used this phrase at some point in the group sessions for different 

reasons. 

 

Families struggled with achieving convergence in the task that had been set them, picking out three 

images that evoked Europe. Perhaps the easiest way to go about the task was to discard some of the 

images. Family members appeared to look at the images presented to them and attempted to find 

aspects of those images on which they could focus in one way or another. Where there was nothing to 

focus on ,images were either discarded or used with the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’. This phrase I 

have called the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule. 

 

Family group one demonstrate the use of ‘it could be anywhere’: 

  

John  Or that one for Britain? It’s a struggle isn't it? What about  

those two for Worcester? This was what we're doing for Worcester 

at the moment. I mean the Odeon could be anywhere. I mean it 

would be easier to reject a few. The Odeon could be anywhere. and 

it’s um not necessarily reflecting the [Karen  interrupts] 

 

Karen  [mumbles into action] I don't know, I always seem to 

find, a lot of cinemas seem to look like elsewhere.... 

 

John and Karen encapsulated the sense of struggle with their task, John set about reducing the number 

of images by dismissing the image of the Odeon cinema. Although Karen seemed to disagree with John 

when she interrupted her husband, her opening comment may simply have been used to take control of 

the discussion, as she then confirmed that cinemas do indeed ‘look like elsewhere’. 

 

In this passage John expressed a desire to have something to focus upon: 
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John  I'd be fascinated to know whether people in Worcester 

actually relate to that building at all. Because it’s set 

back. 

 

Researcher None of you raised it at all. 

 

John  No. It’s not in my mental library of views of the city. 

Whereas the art gallery was. 

 

John was a planning officer at Worcester City Council so he was very aware of the landscape. In this 

extract John was responding to the researcher’s query asking what images had been missed out from 

the thirty used in the group task. John was talking about the County Court buildings that are quite 

imposing, but not included in the set of thirty images used in the research. John believed that the 

building despite it’s architecture was not a focus for people in Worcester, for him the building was not 

‘in his mental library of views of the city’. 

 

When the family groups were not discarding images entirely because they could not find a particular 

focus in them, they used the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ to reflect a sense of blurred focus. This 

blurred focus found elements in the images that might evoke ‘anywhere’ in Europe. In these cases the 

phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ was qualified by adding an object making the phrase read ‘it could be 

anywhere in Europe’. 

 

The practice of taking features in the landscape that had a particular focus and then suggesting that 

they might ‘be anywhere’ was normative across the family groups. Mary in group five began by 

focusing on a block of flats but found that as the image became less focused it might evoke Europe; 

 

Mary  Now that was typically English (14) or even European  

because I mean they have flats in Europe don't they 

 

The three difficulties analysed above; lack of evidence to talk about Europe, Constructions of what is 

and is not Europe and the ‘it could be anywhere rule’ are drawn nicely together by a different extract 

from the discussions of family group two:  

 

Wendy  I don't think that represents anything. (24) 

 

Stuart  I'm not very keen on that, I think it’s probably the Father  

Christmas thing. (25) 

 

Wendy  I'm just saying I don't think that represents anything at 

the moment. 
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Paul  That. 

 

Wendy  I'm really not sure that that did any more than the flats 

you don't like (14). 

 

Paul  Well that’s not Asia. It’s not Africa. It’s not South 

America. 

 

Stuart  That’s not saying anything. 

 

Wendy  How many of those places, how many of those tiny little 

areas of the world had you been to? 

 

Paul  Well I’m only just saying. 

 

Stuart  You've only got to imagine. 

 

Jo  Yeah. 

 

Paul  Well how do you? 

 

Researcher It comes down to what you think. 

 

Stuart  Well that’s Europe isn't it? 

 

Jo  I'll tell you that’s not Antarctica. 

 

Wendy  Exactly. 

 

Paul  That’s what I'm saying, that’s what I'm saying that was 

not. 

 

[all settle with a hmmm] 

 

Wendy began by suggesting that one of the images of the pedestrianised shopping street should be 

discarded because it did not represent anything. Her husband Stuart then focused on a particular feature 

(the Christmas decorations) of another street scene to suggest that it too was removed as an evocation 

of Europe. Wendy continued to make her point that they need to find images that ‘could be anywhere’, 

that were completely without focus, to discard. Paul seemed to want to use focus to determine images 
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to discard, like Stuart he looked for details that he doesn’t like to focus on. Paul suggested that some of 

the images that they were rejecting might remain as evocations of Europe because they were not Asia, 

Africa or South America. Paul’s attempt to give the street scenes and flats a very blurred European 

focus was questioned by Wendy who raised the continual problem of personal knowledge of places 

being discussed. Wendy openly questioned Paul’s category entitlement to talk about Asia, Africa or 

South America. Eventually the struggle defeated the family for the moment. They had been trying to 

discard images through the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule but had been undermined by a lay 

epistemological struggle with the need for personal experience to talk about particular issues. Stuart 

suggested that they might have other resources to help them with their task; ‘you’ve only got to 

imagine’ but on this occasion the family were not convinced. Despite their search for features to focus 

upon ‘it could be anywhere’ did not help to achieve convergence.  

 

The use of the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ appeared to be a way of blurring the focus of images to 

make them available to represent concepts like Europe, the global community itself or as a reason for 

discarding an image entirely. Blurring the focus of an image was not the only answer to the struggle 

with achieving convergence while representing broad concepts like Europe; specific focus on detail 

like the McDonald’s sign was also used. Details in an otherwise blurred image could be used to 

identify with global issues, suggesting that certain details were available as referents to allow families 

to complete the task of evoking Europe. Indeed this is surely one of the intentions of branding for 

multinational companies.  

 

Struggling with Europe: a summary. 

The struggle with Europe was underlined by group divergence caused by a perceived lack of category 

entitlement to talk about Europe. People had not seen enough of Europe to know. How could they gain 

this entitlement? It was suggested that category entitlement could only come with travel or through the 

media images. Yet despite these problems the need to achieve convergence made people find a way to 

talk about Europe. They worked hard on constructing what Europe was through imagining a 

homogenous idea of Europe or by heterogeneous concepts of what Europe was not. These attempts at 

constructing Europe appeared lodged in the ‘cold war’ construction (see chapter two) that has now 

become ‘fortress Europe’. This is particularly worrying as this approach has the potential to be divisive 

and racist in its construction of Europe. In terms of nations Europe was associated with France and not 

Germany that was seen more as a nation in its own right. Southern European nations were ignored 

almost exclusively.  Only Belgium was constructed as a nation associated with both Europe and 

Britain, acting as some kind of conduit between the two without directly associating Britain and 

Europe. Lastly the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule became a key tool in the struggle with Europe, allowing 

people to see images as blurred or alternatively noticing details that could not ‘be anywhere’. The 

analysis of the phrase ‘it could be anywhere’ has raised the idea that people are looking for detail to 

focus on within images, or are actively ignoring detail by blurring an image to make it a tool under the 

‘it could be anywhere’ rule. The next section of this chapter looks further at this focusing on detail as it 

considers particular features of the images that allowed families to choose them to evoke Europe.    
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b) Reconciling the Struggle:  Focusing on the Detail. 

Despite their struggles, the families did however; find ways to achieve convergence on Europe. One of 

the ways by which they managed this was by identifying particular details of the images; this allowed 

families to choose them to evoke Europe. The analysis of the specific content of images have been 

divided into three main parts: 

 

• Focusing on general architectural styles. 

• Focusing on special details or details that are incidental to the subject of the composition 

of the photographs. 

• Focusing on images held by people in the family groups but not present in the images of 

Worcester.  

 

Those images in which people found details to focus on to evoke Europe encompass particular themes. 

The first of these focused on general architectural styles, the second on specific details, the third 

focused on details that were incidental to the subject of the composition of the photographs. 

 

Focusing on general architectural styles: Contemporary Shopping Scenes. 

Six of the eight family groups discussed the shopping scenes as potentiality evocative of Europe (see 

Appendix Three). The only ones who did not were family groups six and nine. Family group six was 

an older couple George, the husband, understood that he was being interviewed because he was over 

eighty years old and had lived in Worcester all his life. This particular category entitlement to talk 

about Worcester led George to concentrate on older aspects of the Worcester townscape. George did 

not relate to old Worcester as a ‘heritage’ resource, however; his interest seemed to relate to his age. 

Family group nine had a strong amateur interest in heritage issues and also tended to dwell on the older 

images of Worcester. It was significant that the groups that had an interest in the ‘heritage’ aspects of 

Worcester did not reflect on the contemporary shopping scenes when discussing Europe. 

 

The contemporary shopping scenes include two images of shoppers moving up and down a 

pedestrianised street (22 and 24). Both images contained recently constructed shop fronts. In addition 

to the modern shop fronts, image 24 showed predominantly Georgian first and second floors. Image 22 

showed contemporary shop fronts that also had modern upper stories. One store in the foreground of 

image 22 had flags and banners flying from the upper stories. Three images (19, 25 and 26) show the 

street that runs parallel to the pedestrianised street. These three images showed a street that was not 

pedestrianised, thus it contained traffic. They show a variety of architecture that was predominantly 

Georgian and Victorian. The shops were older in these images and there were more large Victorian 

buildings in evidence that rose above second floor level. There was also an image showing a cobbled 

alleyway of medieval origin (28), now modernised with smaller shops and a café allowing people to sit 

outside.  
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The analysis carried out at this point was structured about particular topics such as architecture, but it 

soon became clear that the focusing activity going on was significant and was noted wherever it 

occurred. As the rest of this section shows focusing was taking place throughout the talk and it seemed 

to be doing different things for the individuals as they used it. 

 

The contemporary shopping scene was often selected to evoke Europe just as it had been to evoke 

Britain.  Family group one did this:  

 

Sarah  Hmmm [in agreement] I like those two for Europe  

actually (24 and 28). I think they work well. 

 

Researcher Yeah, what do they say that’s European? 

 

Sarah  It’s just the sort of, it’s the shopping street isn't it? I mean 

that could really, it could be somewhere in Europe. It doesn't have 

to be, England. 

 

Sarah, the teenage daughter, commented on her parent’s choice of images for Europe; she liked the 

combination of an image of the pedestrianised street (24) and the cobbled alleyway. There was nothing 

particularly English for Sarah to focus on so it remained blurred, however, it may be significant that 

these two images showed streets full of activity.  

 

The shopping scenes discussed by families to represent Europe demonstrated both a tendency to 

comply to the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule and some particular details on which people could focus. The 

points of focus were social activity and in one idiosyncratic case modern, clean shopping facilities, 

suggesting identification with Europe as having modern, clean town centres. This sense of Europe as 

formed of well-kept and modern towns has a resonance with both Ashworth (1998) and Delanty’s 

(1995) constructions of a Europe of cities. Ashworth however, emphasises the historic sense of 

European cities, can this be detected in other aspects of architecture in the landscape? 

 

All of the families related the historic architecture of Worcester to Europe in one way or another (see 

Appendix Three). In particular the analysis picked out three segments relating to aspects of 

Worcester’s architecture: 

 

• Victorian Architecture and Visions of Europe. 

• Monumental (Medieval) Architecture. 

• Timber-framed Architecture 
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Focusing on general architectural styles: Victorian Architecture and Visions of Europe. 

Five images that contained Victorian architecture were presented to the focus groups. Victorian 

architecture covers a broad set of styles that people in the family groups rarely commented on 

specifically. The groups did however; understand that there were buildings, not built in their lifetimes, 

that were not as old as the cathedral or the timber-framed houses. The three street scenes (19, 25 and 

26) described above contained a variety of Victorian and Georgian architecture. Image 25 showed a 

grand former church front with Victorian offices looking away down the street. Image 26 was taken 

further up the street but looking in the same direction as 25. Although McDonald’s dominated the 

foreground it also showed the Victorian shops and rooms above looking towards an iron railway 

bridge. Image 19 showed small shop fronts and rooms above with a bus going past. Image 16 showed 

the elaborate frontage to the Alice Otley School whilst image 17 showed a row of Victorian terraced 

houses on the Arboretum. The Arboretum was an early Victorian development of speculative houses 

built on a former park.  

 

Images 25 and 26 of the High Street were used by five of the family focus groups to evoke ideas of 

Europe. Image 25 was used on four of these occasions, this was the most obvious example of Victorian 

architecture from the three high street images. It should be emphasised that the groups did not reflect 

on the particular period of the buildings but they were aware that they were old (built before their 

lifetime) but not as old as timber-framed houses. 

 

Group seven began by opposing the idea of Europe but to seek convergence they looked for detail to 

evoke Europe:  

 

Bill  It looks a bit like Greece if that wasn't there [referring to  

the Christmas decorations] 

 

Researcher If I just cut that one building [neo-classical building] out 

and stuck it on 

 

Bill  there's some fine buildings there really 

 

Doreen  Yeah yeah 

 

Bill  I mean that Harkin hotel [grand Georgian building next  

to the neo-classical building] or what was the Harkin hotel if you 

care to look at that it’s some building but no body ever looks at it. 

 

When Bill and Doreen (group seven), who were opposed to seeing Worcester in European terms, 

discussed image (25) they were impressed by the architecture of the Georgian neo-classical facade of 

the building in the foreground. The researcher followed this up by suggesting that the view could 
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easily be Athens, which after all was in Europe. Bill picked up on this possibility and looked to find 

ways to make the image evoke anything other than his home. Bill was impressed by the quality of local 

architecture that ‘no body ever looks at’. This rejection of suggestions that image (25) might evoke 

Europe resulted in a heightened evaluation of the local buildings on Bill’s behalf.  

 

The other groups who discussed image (25) did so without the particular ‘anti-European’ agenda that 

Bill brought to his assessment of the images. Group one also appreciated the architecture displayed in 

this image, taking the same approach to considering the local townscape with fresh perspective but 

drawing different conclusions. 

 

The references to terraced domestic architecture in relation to Europe were made in opposition to, 

rather than in positive evocation of Europe. These were understood more as stereotypical images of 

Britain as discussed in the previous section and were generally rejected by those talking about them in 

European terms. The same confidence was not displayed however, when talking about monumental 

(medieval) buildings and timber-framed domestic architecture. 

 

Focusing on general architectural styles: Monumental (Medieval) Architecture. 

The medieval period of history produced a number of large stone built structures that had survived to 

form part of many contemporary townscapes. These structures were built by the great social power 

bases of the period; the church, the royal or baronial classes and the trade and craft organisations, the 

guilds that gained influence in many medieval towns. The structures that remain today are cathedrals, 

churches, castles, and fragments of city wall, city gates and sometimes guildhalls. Worcester was an 

influential medieval city and its town-townscape still contains a number of medieval monumental 

buildings. The largest of these was the cathedral supplemented by the Edgar tower (the last remains of 

the city castle) a number of churches and very scant remains of the city wall. 

 

The images that the groups worked with reflected these monumental (medieval) buildings in six 

images. Two post card views showed the cathedral in silhouette, one taken in a warm yellow glow (11) 

the other in a hard morning mist (10). The image taken in the yellow glow had the river and bridge in 

the foreground. In addition to these two ‘atmospheric’ postcards a line drawing post card was included 

showing detail of the cathedral (2). Finally a fourth image (21) was introduced showing the cathedral 

in a more naturalistic way including traffic and passers by in the foreground as well as a statue of local 

composer Sir Edward Elgar (not to be confused with the Edgar tower). Image 3 was another line 

drawing post card showing the Edgar tower, lastly image 23 showed a now defunct medieval church 

which today houses the local records office. 

 

Five of the eight focus groups discussed these images in relation to Europe. Perhaps these elements in 

the local environment provided the detail that some of the group members sought in the images of 

more modern activity. It should be emphasised that people did not always relate to these buildings by a 
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particular time period, they were however, aware that these were the oldest buildings in the townscape 

around them.  

 

Group one began by suggesting that the cathedral could evoke Europe rather than Britain or Worcester: 

  

Karen  You like McDonald’s do you Sarah? (26) 

 

Sarah  [Laughs] No well I spose that’s Europe isn't it but.  

But then they're everywhere. You get them in Russia and places. 

Again the cathedral could be anywhere couldn't 

it? 

 

Researcher Do you think that the cathedral could represent Europe? 

 

 

Sarah  I haven’t been out of Europe. Do they have cathedrals 

anywhere other than Europe? 

 

John  Not like that really no. 

 

Sarah  You can get some quite good cathedrals in Europe can't 

you. 

 

Karen  Yeah, I spose cathedrals do sum up Europe really if you  

think about it. 

 

Sarah  Yeah I think they do. 

 

Karen  That type of cathedral anyway. 

 

Researcher But I've fed you that line. 

 

John  I'd had thought you might had gone for bells as well 

Jane. 

 

Sarah  Bells. 

 

John  Yeah that’s unique to this country isn't it. 

 

Sarah  Yeah certainly was. 
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John  The type of bells. 

 

Sarah  They just pull a bit of string and it just dings. Doesn't it. 

Anywhere else. 

 

Sarah suggested that the cathedral ‘could be anywhere’. The use of the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule in 

relation to the cathedral indicated that it might have been seen as a blurred homogenous image in much 

the same ways as shopping scenes could. Sarah worried that she did not have the personal experience 

to know whether such structures were a worldwide phenomena but John was prepared to take on a 

position of entitlement to assure her that they were predominantly European features. Having 

persuaded the group that they had enough mental images of Europe as a group to complete the task 

Barbara was content to categorise the cathedral as evocative of Europe. The researcher gave the family 

an opportunity to change their position by reflecting on his part in the earlier discussion. Sarah took the 

chance to focus the cathedral’s evocation to represent Britain, she added detail to focus upon, the 

distinctive bells were more British she said. For Sarah the cathedral no longer fitted the ‘it could be 

anywhere’ category because she had added detail to bring the building into a British focus. 

 

In the extract above Sarah added detail to an image that they could use to represent ‘anywhere’ and 

consequently evoke Europe. It appeared that the more detail that was added to an image the more likely 

it was to take on ever more local significance. It seems that just as very specific details are global, 

especially simple symbols like the McDonald’s logo, a plethora of detail is more likely to evoke the 

local. The way that Sarah described cathedrals as homogenous features of Europe may be significant. 

Perhaps this was not so much for their medieval nature but because they are large Christian places of 

worship. The cathedral was described as European because these types of buildings are found 

throughout Europe; they are a homogenous feature that ‘sum up Europe’ as Karen put it. The way that 

Karen’s family viewed the image of the cathedral was changed quite easily however, by changing their 

focus on the image; they highlighted the sound of cathedral bells. The resonance of European bells (an 

aural repertoire) excluded British cathedrals from the rest of Europe who simply ‘pull a bit of string 

and it just dings’. 

 

Five groups evoked Europe using Worcester’s monumental architecture (see Appendix Four). It was 

either used because the cathedral or the church could be categorised as ‘it could be anywhere’ or it was 

used because people had specific experience that they could focus on. These approaches demonstrated 

two tactics to get round category entitlement. The first, ‘it could be anywhere’, relied on a blurred 

focus that denied the detail of the building in question and made the assumption that buildings like this 

exist throughout Europe. For some people this was an easy way to complete the task set them, 

especially if they were uncertain of their knowledge. The second approach was to use specific 

experience to give an image some degree of focus. For this, experience of at least one other European 

country was the minimum. The use of these two approaches was best demonstrated by group two’s 
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struggle for family unity to complete the task, displayed above. This group began by severely doubting 

their personal experience or category entitlement to talk on Europe, but by using ‘it could be 

anywhere’ rules and coming to rely on personal experience to give them enough focus, they were able 

to make decisions to complete the task. 

 

The visual role of monumental architecture in Worcester appeared to have been readily available in the 

minds of most of the people taking part in the groups to evoke a sense of the local, national or 

European. A person’s ability to change their focus on a building seemed to depend on what detail and 

experience was available to them. This mobility was not universal however, as illustrated by Jane’s 

insistence that Worcester cathedral could only represent Worcester.  

 

Focusing on general architectural styles: Timber-framed Architecture 

Worcester had many timber-framed (medieval) domestic buildings which all of the groups were aware 

of as old elements in the townscape, predating the brick built houses and shops. Most of the timber-

framed buildings in Worcester had a very distinct appearance, which was often emphasised by 

traditional painting in black and white. 

 

In the first part of this chapter these ‘chocolate box’ buildings were used as an uncontroversial 

evocation of Britain, or more specifically England. It may have been that because these buildings, 

found on a number of streets in Worcester, were uncontroversial they were also available to people to 

evoke Europe. Just as the cathedral, church and Edgar Tower were used to represent Europe so too was 

the medieval domestic architecture. Six of the eight focus groups chose to discuss one or more of the 

three images of Worcester’s timber-framed buildings. The images showed (4) a post card of The 

Commandery building (a Civil War museum) with a canal lock in the foreground, (27) a simply 

restored building on ‘The Trinity’ (a street in Worcester city centre) which houses the archaeology 

museum and (1) a line drawing of shops on Friar Street. 

 

Group one took up image (1), the line drawing of Friar Street: 

  

John  So well that’s European as well wouldn't you say, 

architecture? Or Britain should I say. 

 

Researcher It’s one of the drawings isn't it. [Friar Street]. 

 

John  Britain one? Different images of Britain really. Europe. 

Or could be European actually [still Friar Street], equally, you 

could find places like that in, in. Normandy or ah, parts of 

Germany. What you think? Europe? 

 

Karen  There are places like that in Caen very like that aren’t 
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there? But they’re not really old, they've all been rebuilt. 

 

John wavered between the scene as European or British. He began by asserting that the line drawing 

evoked Britain but then continued to change his mind. He realised that he had a category entitlement to 

use this image to evoke Europe as the images might be found in France or Germany. He threw the idea 

open to the family and Karen picked up on the idea. She was not totally convinced because these were 

genuine examples whilst those she had seen in Caen were reconstructions. In this case Karen had too 

much knowledge and the detail led her to focus on Caen in particular rather than supporting John’s 

feelings for the image as evocative of Europe. 

 

The role of timber-framed buildings, as evocations of Europe seemed very flexible. Despite the fact 

that these images could just as easily evoke Britain there was no problem with moving from one 

evocation to the other. Timber-framed housing appeared to be neutral ground, which could evoke 

Worcester, Britain or Europe.  

 

Although the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule was invoked to place some examples of architecture as an 

evocation of Europe, this approach was rare. It was much more common to find personal experience, 

no matter how limited, lending enough focus and detail enough to justify suggesting an image to evoke 

Europe. This may find a resonance in the work of Urry (1990) who suggests that people’s holiday 

experiences are as much dictated by their expectations, generated by post-card and holiday snap views, 

as what they actually see when abroad. Urry’s work highlights the gaze directed at particular subjects 

in an image. The responses of the families who took part in this study also demonstrated the use of 

particular details not recognised by the photographer in focusing on Europe. These were idiosyncratic 

responses but worth noting. 

 

Focusing on special details or details that are incidental to the subject of the composition of the 

photographs. 

All of the images used in the research focused in some way on a particular subject. This was clear in 

the post card images but was also inevitable in the images photographed by the researcher. As 

discussed in chapter one images like photographs usually comply with rules of composition, some of 

the photographs taken by the researcher did not however, comply with post card rules. Despite this all 

of the photographs followed more general principles of composition, in deed, if they had not in this 

context the families may not had known how to relate to them at all. 

 

Every image included content that the researcher was not gazing directly upon when the photographs 

were taken. This incidental content was commented on by a number of families. Group one for 

example emphasised particular features of an impressive Georgian building on the high street picture 

(25). John related to very particular aspects of the architecture, Cupolas and Terracotta, which he then 

related to Europe.  
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 Jim  How are we doing? We've got two for Europe (9) (28).  

We need another one for Europe. Was that European? (25) 

Reasonably European? Victoriana? I like that. That’s 

one of my favourite views of Worcester [looking down High St 

towards the station]. I like that a lot. I like the, I'm always 

fascinated by these um Cupolas and um the, the Terracotta. 

Potentially with Europe? 

 

One image in particular however, attracted comment on incidental issues when groups were looking 

for evocations of Europe. This image was the nighttime post card of the Christmas Fair on the 

Cornmarket (9). The fair image was focused on a colourful merry go round and was relatively out of 

focus, highlighting the colours on the merry go round. Some evocations of Europe through the fair 

where made using the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule whilst others relied on knowledge of particular 

countries that had similar fairs. Others however, focused on incidental details to give the image 

meaning in its evocation.  

 

Group two used the image as an important evocation of Europe: 

  

Paul  Well I think that one's quite an important one (9). 

 

Wendy  Of. what, but it’s not typically Worcester was it. 

 

Paul  Of the fair. 

 

Jo  It’s of the world. 

 

Wendy  It could be anywhere. In Europe. Any European square, 

toward Christmas would look like that probably. Probably more so 

in Europe than in this country. 

 

Jo  Yeah loads of people. 

 

The over all sense of Christmas was augmented by an incidental but important detail, a sense of people. 

People mill about the fair watching the merry-go-round which it the main focus of the image. 

 

The use of peripheral details in some images to give them focus was an interesting activity. This may 

have reflected attempts to find ways to give a focused justification to selecting a particular image to 

evoke Europe, rather than simply invoking the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule.  On other occasions details 

not found on the photographs at all were used to evoke Europe. 
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Focusing on images held by people in the family groups but not present in the images of Worcester. 

On some occasions families would focus on images that were not actually in front of them. Sometimes 

these ‘images in their heads’ to which people referred were suggested by the actual images presented to 

them, on other occasions they were thought up at the request of the researcher. This activity was 

normative amongst the families because the researcher asked them what he had missed when he took 

the photographs as part of the focus group research design. 

 

In the case of group two a lengthy discussion referred to a number of visualisations of Europe that 

were not contained in any of the images: 

  

Jo  Hang on, so er, but in Britain there's a bit of a field and a  

bit of a building and a bit of a shop. 

 

Wendy  Of course there was! There's no. We're not saying that’s 

only. 

 

Paul  We're not saying Worcester was special. 

 

Wendy  We're not saying Worcester's any different from any 

other part but that. 

 

Paul  Particularly Worcester and then it’s some things. 

 

Wendy  You want to describe something in three concepts to 

someone else. 

 

Jo  Yeah but if I was going to describe Europe I'd say beach, 

you know and country and fancy buildings. 

 

Wendy  Because that’s the only, that’s the only experience that 

you've had. You haven’t gone round the cities of Europe had you. 

 

Jo  Yeah, I said fancy buildings and bits of forest. 

 

Stuart  I s’pose that’s Europe isn't it. I don't know. 

 

Wendy  Well that could. I mean yeah small paved. Shopping 

area. 

 

Stuart  I don't know. 
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Researcher What sort of fancy buildings? 

 

Jo  I don't know. 

 

Researcher Stuff like the cathedral? 

 

Jo  Yeah. [laughs] I don't know. 

 

Paul  Well every, most, major cities had a church don't they? 

Like that. 

 

Wendy  Well a lot of European cities are more. I mean I have 

to say all of these could be. I mean they are all in Worcester, all in 

Britain and they’re all in Europe. 

 

Researcher Yeah... it’s more to do with. 

 

Stuart  Well no, you’re sort of perception of Europe was sort of 

what you see on a beach, meetings of people trying to thrash out, 

rather than places, you know. 

 

Wendy  We've all got less clear images of Europe because we 

haven’t been there. It depends how much you've travelled in Britain 

doesn't it? People who come from different parts of you know, 

might see this (17) as representative of the vast majority of housing 

in Britain., and I bet numerically it probably was. 

 

Jo began by ‘sending up’ the picture of Britain painted by the three choices that the family have made 

to evoke Britain. Wendy tried to suggest that they could not evoke every aspect of Britain. Because 

Worcester was being used to represent Britain Paul and Wendy suggested that they had been trying to 

show an average kind of Britain. Nothing special. Jo then moved the conversation on to Europe, she 

characterised Europe in three of her own images; beach, country and fancy buildings. Wendy then 

suggested that Jo only had limited experience of Europe, but Jo was happy to use what experience she 

had to characterise Europe. Although the family moved back onto the images given to them the 

researcher brought Jo back to her characterisation. What did she mean by fancy buildings? Ones like 

the cathedral? Although Jo did not answer his queries the continuation of the personal imagery of 

Europe stimulated Stuart to suggest his own. The beaches like his daughter’s image and ‘meetings of 

people trying to thrash things out, rather than places, you know’. 
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The characterisations of Europe made by group two suggested that landscapes do play a role but that 

activity like government also had an important role. 

 

Resolving the struggle: a summary. 

This section was as important for its emphasis on the way that people understood the landscape, as it 

was what they understood in it. The focusing activity appears to work in conjunction with stereotyped 

images to make pictures work for people trying to achieve convergence. The resolving process of 

focusing threw light on particular topics that might evoke Europe however. No matter how one blurred 

the focus the image of terraced houses was always argued down as an evocation of Europe because it 

was stereotypically British. The medieval monumental buildings (cathedral and Edgar tower) and 

timber-framed houses were both flexible and could be used to evoke Europe as well as Britain 

depending on the focus and use of the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule. Incidental details in the images were 

also sought out for focus; this was in some ways related to local narrative, special local knowledge. It 

was also a way of finding detail to focus on that negated the use of the ‘it could be anywhere rule’. 

 

This section looking at Europe has identified a number of medieval ‘heritage’ structures that might be 

used to evoke Europe. Most significantly it has also helped to address the first objective of this study 

the ways that people understand the ‘heritage’ structures in the landscape around them. A combination 

of stereotype views, focusing activity and the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule makes images of Worcester 

available to evoke both Britain and Europe. The next section of this chapter analyses the ways in which 

the family groups talked about the images as pictures of their hometown Worcester. 

 

3. People’s Talk About Worcester: Making the Local Our Own. 
 

The analysis of talk about Worcester was carried out by segmenting the transcripts according to the use 

of particular activities identified in the analysis of references to Britain and Europe. These were the use 

of stereotyped images in conjunction with the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule and focusing. There were 

also certain topical issues raised in relation to Worcester. The analysis of reference to Worcester 

divides into two sections; the normative, which consist of the use of stereotypes and focusing, and 

idiosyncratic topics: 

 

 a) The Normative; 

• Stereotyped or ‘Classic Views’. 

• Failure to focus on Worcester. 

• Focusing on specific details of Worcester. 

• Focusing on details to claim images as our own. 

b) The Idiosyncratic; 

• Countryside. 

• Traffic problems. 
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• Local industry. 

 
a) Normative Accounts of Worcester. 
Focusing on Worcester: Stereotyped or ‘classic views’. 

All of the family groups were able to make definite statements and reach convergence when talking 

about essential features of the city of Worcester.  These seemed to have been stereotyped images that 

did not hold any particular detail. It comes across as a first reaction, matching images presented to the 

families with images already held in the minds eye. 

 

In the extract below Jane was determined to hold onto an image of Worcester cathedral to evoke 

Worcester: 

  

Jane  Yeah I think it’s very Worcester, the cathedral, more than 

   anything else in Worcester really.  

 

Phil  Yeah but again, architecture. 

 

Researcher It is in Europe as well. 

 

Phil  Yeah I mean if you go to Belgium, and places like. 

 

Jane  [Cutting in to make her point forcefully] Yeah but I 

   meant the cathedral specifically. As this cathedral not 

   any cathedral. I know there’s a lot like that when you 

   see abroad. (23). 

 

Despite Phil’s, and even the researcher’s, attempts to suggest that the architecture might have been 

found elsewhere in Europe, Jane was unmoved. The image of Worcester cathedral met certain specific 

requirements for Jane that made the cathedral evoke Worcester, despite her awareness of other such 

buildings abroad. Indeed Jane was quite happy to offer up a different example of medieval church 

architecture to represent Europe, but not the cathedral. 

 

The focus of the extract above and most of those that selected the cathedral, river, racecourse or cricket 

ground, was on the stereotyped or ‘classic view’ of Worcester. The authenticity of these claims was not 

often challenged successfully (see Phil’s attempt in the extract above). Although some people were 

quite aware that they were looking at stereotypes, convergence was achieved. Indeed, the fact that an 

image is a stereotype may be good reason for selecting it to evoke Worcester. Others in the group will 

hold the same image in their ‘minds eye’. 
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Failure to focus on Worcester. 

On other occasions throughout the family groups people failed to focus on images or details within 

images. In the extract below group two were making the final decision about images to represent 

Worcester or Europe: 

  

Wendy  I’d say there are a lot of those. 

 

Stuart  I don't think it’s any more representative of  Worcester than 

hundreds of other towns. 

 

Wendy  Yeah this one a, a bit.. (23) 

 

Stuart  For what? I mean that could be any church in the centre of France! 

 

Paul  Yeah. I’d agree with that. 

 

Wendy  I didn't say necessarily for Worcester. 

 

Stuart  If we wanted to use. I mean we could use it for European to replace 

the. 

 

Wendy  Yeah I was thinking not necessarily for Worcester. But as you say 

as a, Eur, as a sort of European,  thingy,  you know. Especially sort 

of  shoved in with shops adjoining, sort of stuck out in the middle 

of. 

 

Researcher Sort of where that the shops are there [(23) does not show the 

adjacent shops, only the church] 

 

Stuart  [Breaking into the conversation] And mixed in with. It would have 

been better if… 

 

Researcher If I'd had a wide angle lens. 

 

Image (23) was enthusiastically rejected for Worcester and equally enthusiastically accepted for 

Europe. There was no specific focus on this church to make it evoke Worcester; in fact it could have 

been anywhere or at least ‘hundreds of towns’. There was no stereotyped image that made this church 

a ‘classic view’ of Worcester. The focus was on similarities with images of visits to France and with 

the concept of town centre activity as evocations of Europe. The family used their specialist knowledge 
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of the location of the church, in amongst bustling shoppers, to give focus to the image, a focus that was 

not on Worcester. 

 

On the occasions where focus was disputed, the case was not conclusive throughout the group. This 

may have been because Wendy and Jo could not articulate a specific or stereotyped view. Stuart and 

Paul needed winning over but they seemed happy to accept that images of ‘black and white buildings’ 

or churches and shops adjacent to each other fit the ‘it could be anywhere’ rule. 

 

Although the extracts above illustrated the failure to focus on some images to evoke Worcester the 

problem was a normative trait. As shown above, a failure to focus was generally combined with the ‘it 

could be anywhere’ rule, making the same images available to discuss Britain or Europe. One 

particular image found its way into both the set of easy to use Worcester stereotypes and the images 

that failed to provide a focus. This image was number (13); it showed one of the racecourse hurdles in 

the foreground and the small stand in the distance. 

 

David and Debbie from group three were quite happy to include the racecourse in their easy recital of 

stereotyped views of Worcester: 

 

David  Well for Worcester I think should have a cathedral and  

   a Racecourse and a. 

 

Debbie  And a river, yes that’s right that is. 

 

Focusing on specific details of Worcester 

All of the groups found aspects of Worcester to give them focus when evoking Worcester. This part of 

the chapter begins with an idiosyncratic account of the cathedral as a religious institution in the 

landscape. It was included here because the institutional role of the church in the landscape was 

particularly interesting and may suggest a greater importance in some cultural groups. The rest of the 

accounts of Worcester analysed below were normative: 

 

• The cathedral as an institution. 

• Private schools. 

• Social activities. 

• The Tourist Gaze. 

 

In the extracts above, the cathedral was a central feature of the ‘classic view’ of Worcester. This view 

did not seem to pay any particular attention to the architectural detail of the cathedral other than its 

general appearance and possibly its age. It was interesting that there was only one, and thus 

idiosyncratic, reference to the cathedral as a church in the Worcester townscape.  There were however, 
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references to the cathedral as a religious place when referring to Europe. The extract below reflected 

William and Mary’s deference to the role of the church in the community: 

  

William  The cathedral over here. What about that. 

 

Researcher Yeah where would you want to put the cathedral on its 

own if you were going to put it in one of the.  

 

Mary  I’d put it in Worcester. As the heart of Worcester Both 

morally and Socially and. 

 

William  Yeah. 

 

Mary  Well from the cradle to the grave in other words. 

 

Researcher Yeah. 

 

William  Yeah. 

 

Researcher Well we’ll put that there as a definite for Worcester then 

(2).  So what others. 

 

This extract may reflect the couple’s roots; they were both Irish but have been living in Worcester for 

some forty years. William picked up an image showing the cathedral and the researcher asked which 

category they wanted to place the image in. Mary was quite clear that for her the cathedral evoked 

Worcester because it was the heart of the city, ‘both morally and socially’. The role of the church in the 

community rose through Mary, a role that she termed ‘from the cradle to the grave’, and that has a 

resonance with the role of the state rather than the church. This degree of detailed focus on an image 

reflected a particular stereotype of the church that was not evoked by the other groups, it may however, 

reflect a view held by those who hold the church as an institution as an important part of community 

life. This differs from identification with Europe as a notion, constructed along generally Christian 

lines.  

 

Half of the family groups focused on the private schools in Worcester. This was prompted by an image 

of the Alice Otley School (16). All of the instances in which the idea was raised were not however, 

focused on this particular image, it seems that a more general focus was required to take in a variety of 

schools. As a result of this more blurred focus, the image of Alice Otley School was never actually 

selected, but it did generate discussion, possibly stimulating a more complex understanding of the 

private schools in Worcester. This may suggest that images do not only appeal to simple stereotyped 
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images but act as catalysts (when the focus was blurred) to stimulate discussion of complex local 

issues. 

 

In the extract below Karen was stimulated by the image of Alice Otley School (16): 

  

Karen  Well I’d reject that one straightaway. (16) 

 

John  Why? 

 

Karen  Because that probably sums up Worcester better than 

any of the other ones. [Laughs]. 

 

Researcher What the one with the cathedral? or the um. 

 

Karen  No the private school. 

 

Researcher Oh the private School. 

 

Karen  Worcester's very much dominated by private schools. 

 

John  Well that’s just a terrible photograph (29). 

 

Researcher You can chuck em out for that reason too! I think that 

was from the um bridge over Wall Street. So you are going to 

chuck out GA property (20) and the Private School. 

 

Karen  No I think the Private School actually. Worcester is 

dominated by Private Schools. Half of its traffic problems is caused 

by Private Schools. 

 

Researcher Is that very Worcester or Britain or Europe? 

 

Karen  I think Worcester suffers more than, certainly isn't very 

European. Coz I don't think there's much of a tradition at all is 

there? I can't think where this one is. 

 

Karen was a schoolteacher and seemed to have particular feelings about private schools. Karen 

declared that the image should have been rejected as an evocation of Worcester; John challenged and 

Karen reflected that the image ‘sums up’ Worcester in some negative way. She rounded off the 

comment by laughing, suggesting that she knew that the rest of the family have heard this all before. 
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John realised that Karen was getting onto a particular ‘soap box’ and tried to deflect the discussion by 

criticising one of the photographs. John’s selection of which image to criticise however, allowed Karen 

to complete her comments on the private schools in Worcester by justifying her position. John had 

picked the image showing traffic on city walls road (29) and Karen commented that parents taking 

children to and from private schools compounded traffic problems in Worcester.  When the researcher 

asked Karen whether she would place the Alice Otley School, she suggested that although it was a 

negative issue her focus on it could not have been extended to Europe. The Alice Otley school 

discussion also raises the issue of class awareness amongst this family, seeing the image as evocative 

of other identity politics that were not the subject of this research.  

  

The discussions of the Alice Otley School never convincingly produced an argument for focusing on 

the detail of the Alice Otley image to evoke Worcester. The image did however; act as a catalyst for 

discussion of institutions in Worcester, namely the private schools. 

 

Activity, particularly in the images of high street shopping and the fair, were used to evoke Europe. 

More particular types of activity and places where activity takes place were normatively discussed in 

relation to a number of images. 

 

The river was never far from people’s ‘classic views’ of Worcester as discussed above. These images 

were also discussed in relation to activities, particularly walking. In a lengthy description in the extract 

below Karen was trying to evoke her own images of the good things about Worcester: 

  

Researcher Is there anything that they are missing maybe while 

trying to sell Worcester? 

 

Karen  This thing about Worcester's Parks and Gardens. I don't 

think Worcester's Parks are anything to write home about are they? 

 

John  No. Dean’s Way (8)? Is funny enough, I think as a little 

pocket. It’s nowhere near. 

 

Karen  Someone came in and asked me about a Park, and I 

thought where is? I mean Cripplegate park is closer isn't it? I don't 

think we make enough of the walks along the river bank, I mean 

they always tell you about river trips. But they never seem to 

mention, but I mean it is just nice just walking along the bank you 

know. They don't seem to say much about it. I mean that walk 

which we do quite often, which is down the river to the canal basin, 

I mean the canal, you actually get a, that walk gives you a very 

good view of Worcester doesn't it? The classic sort of walk along 
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the river and the cathedral and the cricket ground. You know in the 

summer you can hear the cricket ground and everything. Then if 

you cut back up through the canal basin you're now up along the 

back of Worcester Porcelain. You can see all the industrial 

buildings. 

 

Karen dismissed the parks and gardens and explained that they had discovered walks along the 

riverbank and canal that had not been publicised. The issues surrounding the discovery of special 

features of the local landscape were discussed in the next part of this chapter; however, this extract 

demonstrates that activity was an important point of focus. The activity itself was not shown in the 

images but they stimulated a more general sense of place as the river formed the backdrop for walking. 

It was of course during such activity that people experienced personal viewing of ‘classic views’. 

 

On some occasions it seemed activity could give focus to an image that otherwise had negative 

associations: 

  

Jane  We’ve got the cathedral and the river  (11) Old 

   Elgar that means nothing to me. 

 

Phil  Yeah I don’t think he’s important to Worcester. 

 

Jane  Elgar statue’s important at New Year’s Eve. 

 

Researcher Is that where everyone gets together. 

 

Phil  Yeah coz on that roundabout there they stick a 

   Christmas tree up. 

 

Researcher Oh I see. 

 

Phil  Yeah and every year it gets pulled down and they 

   have loads of police. 

 

Jane  Yeah they have police there now to guard him. 

 

Researcher [Laughs] 

 

When Jane and Phil looked at image (11) they included it as an evocation of Worcester because it 

contained the cathedral and the Elgar statue. On reflection however, Jane felt that Elgar’s statue 

actually meant nothing to her. There was an issue of lack of authenticity here in that Phil and Jane were 
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aware that Elgar was not actually from Worcester but Malvern. Jane however, was able to continue 

using the image to evoke Worcester because she associated the statue with visions of particular 

activity. The activity in question was the New Years Eve celebration when people gather round the 

statue. Phil adjusted the content of the image presented them (11) by describing a different picture in 

his mind, there was a Christmas tree on the roundabout and Elgar’s statue had to be protected by the 

police on new year’s eve.  

 

The number of people in group three made for some long discussions. In the extract below Carl, one of 

the two fourteen year olds patiently got across his message that an image of shopping activity evokes 

Worcester: 

  

Researcher Everyone passes. Are there any things that you think I  

   should have taken pictures of? 

 

David  I was just saying that the old two up two down is very 

   reminiscent of er. 

 

Debbie  Europe. 

 

David  No not Europe, Britain. 

 

Mark  England. 

 

Carl  I think Worcester should have a town in as well. 

 

David  England, yeah your right there Mark. 

 

Debbie  Yes it has Carl. 

 

Carl  No, I think Worcester should have a picture of a town in 

   [waving image (24)]. 

 

Researcher Even if you don’t put that one in I’ll pick up your 

   comments on the tape. 

 

Carl  Mum I think Worcester should have sort of a picture of 

   a town like a town. 

 

Carol  Do you? 
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David  Well you could swap. 

 

Debbie  Why don’t you swap it for that. (25). 

 

David  Hang on a bit there’s a good one (11) of the cathedral. 

 

The discussion above began with the researcher asking the group what he should have photographed. 

David, Debbie and Mark discussed the terraced houses (two up two downs) but Carl interjected 

suggesting that Worcester should have a town image to evoke it. David continued the conversation 

about the terraced houses but Debbie responded to Carl, pointing out that there was a ‘town’ image in 

the Worcester pile. Debbie seemed to have misunderstood what Carl meant by town, as Carl waved 

image 24 around. Debbie finally suggested that Carl replaced image 25 with 24 to represent ‘town’. 

When looking at the two images there were subtle differences. Image 25 showed the high street, which 

was not pedestrianised, whilst 24 showed people bustling along the pedestrianised shopping street. It 

may have been that Carl was focusing on the activity in the image when he talked about ‘town’. This 

was a place where activity took place, a place where people aged fourteen could congregate outside 

school. Going to ‘town’ seems an important part of Carl’s sense of Worcester rather than shopping 

activity. 

 

A normative selection of groups discussed their hometown as a tourist attraction when they dealt with 

what evoked Worcester. If we see tourist activity in Urry’s terms tourist sights were defined as a binary 

opposition between the ordinary and the extraordinary (Urry 1990, 11). This opposition was culturally 

constructed and thus the tourist gaze can vest particular importance on certain elements in the 

landscape. This concentration on particular landmarks or views should have been reflected in the way 

that local people relate to certain places and their role as tourist attractions. 

 

In their discussion of the remains of the city wall on the image dominated by the dual carriageway (29) 

group two showed their awareness of the binary opposition described by Urry: 

  

Paul  I think, I think that although that’s got the city wall on 

   (29) I don't think that says anything, does it? 

 

Stuart  Hmm no. I think although the city wall was there, its not as 

   

Paul  Prominent. 

 

Stuart  It’s not as representative of Worcester as obviously 

   York’s walls are and a, some of the other walled more   

   historical. 
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Paul  So we can put that away... 

 

Wendy  It depends, when you say things are Worcester, depends 

   if you’re trying to attract people there or just to show    

   exactly what it is. 

  

Paul revealed that he was aware of the city wall but that as he could not see the wall the image did not 

‘say anything’. Stuart compared the wall stump with the walls in York. Stuart inferred that York was 

more historical than Worcester and possibly a bigger tourist attraction as a result. Paul then tried to 

discard the image. Wendy questioned the task itself, what do they want to say about Worcester, attract 

people (the extraordinary) or ‘just show exactly what it is’ (the ordinary). It seems that comparison 

with York raised the possibility that the task might involve finding images suitable for the tourist gaze 

(Urry 1990).  

 

Group one were drawn to talk about tourism by image (30), which showed an advertising notice for the 

Commandery civil war museum: 

  

Sarah  That’s quite good (30). Actually sets Worcester off. 

 

Researcher That’s the sign for the Commandery, rather than the 

actual building. 

 

Sarah  Hmm I think that sort of sums up Worcester quite well. 

 

Karen  Oh [a little surprised]. 

 

John  That’s interesting that you choose that one. 

 

Sarah  Why? 

 

Karen  [Laughs]. 

 

John  It’s just, you might as well choose one of these. [Refers 

 to the tourism leaflets in the researchers’ file]. 

 

Researcher We were talking about how important tourism is in 

Worcester. 

 

Sarah  I think it’s quite important really. 
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Karen  They need a bigger tourist information don't they love. 

 

Researcher Do you think they need some sort of amazing tourist  

attraction like a big Civil War centre. Or the Saxons and 

Mercians like the York Viking Centre. 

 

Sarah  Oh yeah, made me feel sick that smell did. 

 

Karen  It certainly attracts people to York doesn't it, my 

goodness. 

 

Sarah  Yes, but Worcester's got a lot to offer. 

 

Karen  Yes I don't think you should specifically go for the  

history side of it. 

 

Sarah the teenage daughter felt that the sign set off Worcester because it suggested tourist activity in 

the city. Her parents seemed a little sceptical and questioned why she chose that image; Sarah turned 

the question back on her father. John suggested that Sarah might simply have chosen a tourist leaflet in 

a rather disparaging way ‘you might as well have chosen one of these’. It appeared that Sarah had 

worked in the tourist information office, she defended the importance of tourism ‘I think it’s really 

important really’. The focus of the image, a tourist attraction, produced different responses. The 

researcher tried at this point to expand the argument by suggesting that Worcester might expand its 

tourist attractions in the manner of York. Karen rejected the idea of subjecting more of Worcester to 

the tourist gaze whilst Sarah continued to suggest that Worcester did not use its potential to the full. 

Karen closed out the discussion by warning that it was possible to over do the ‘history side of it’. 

Karen’s approach suggested that the tourist gaze might change the way that she viewed her local 

landscape, probably in a negative way. 

 

Looking at the image showing the Commandery focused group four on tourist activities: 

  

   [Begins with a pause] 

 

Phil  The Commandery’s a strange. 

 

Jane  Yeah. 

 

Phil  It’s not something that I’ve related Worcester to. 

 

Jane  You don’t notice it unless your showing people round 
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   Then you think, oh, we’ll go to the Commandery 

 

Phil  I mean it’s something I’ve never been to it. It’s just 

   somewhere I walk past when I go down the canal 

 

Jane  It’s only when people come and stay from abroad or 

   other places you’d take them there and then you act as a   

   tourist really 

 

Researcher So you take on a different sort of hat.. 

 

Jane  Yeah you’ve got your French exchange or holiday 

 

   [Ends with a pause] 

 

After a pause Phil picked up the image of the Commandery sign (30). Phil questioned the Civil War 

centre’s role in the local landscape, possibly because of its tourist role. Jane sensed Phil’s meaning by 

picking up on tourist activity. She reflected on the way that a gaze can change, as a person becomes a 

tourist in his or her own town. This appears to be a product of a person’s empathy with those who are 

visiting them; the host is aware of how to be a tourist and is able to look at their own town through the 

tourist gaze. Phil was quite clear that the building was part of his local landscape, a backdrop to his 

activity (walking), but that he would not want to go in. Jane ended the discussion by reflecting that she 

had been both a tourist and a host on French exchanges. 

 

Certain features of Worcester had a dual role as manufacturing industries and as tourist attractions.  

These industries were Worcester Porcelain and Lea and Perrin’s who produce Worcestershire Sauce. 

Tourists can have visited the porcelain factory but the sauce simply seems to take the name around the 

world. When group one were asked for an image to evoke Worcester that was not given to them they 

chose the Lea and Perrin’s factory:  

 

Researcher Marvellous. Worcester, what have we missed in 

Worcester then? 

 

John  Well we've got some rather classic views there. River, 

cathedral and. 

 

Karen  Worcester Sauce I s’pose [laughs]. A Worcester Sauce  

bottle. 

 

John  You could go for a, yes , you could go for a product. It’s 
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renowned. Or you could go for Worcester Porcelain couldn't you? 

 

Karen  I prefer Worcester Sauce myself.  

 

John  Worcestershire Sauce, yeah. 

 

Karen  Yeah all right [very softly] when I was in the Tourist  

Office there was this bloke who came in who lived in New Zealand. 

And his father had originally come from England and he reckoned 

that the Worcestershire Sauce that you got in New Zealand wasn't 

the same sauce you see. So he got him to stand outside the 

Worcester Sauce factory, buy some Worcester Sauce, stand outside 

the Worcester Sauce factory and have his photo taken. 

 

Researcher So would you have the factory or just a bottle? 

 

Karen  Well you can't visit it. Worcester hasn't made the most 

of the factory. It is the thing, if anybody’s heard of Worcester that’s 

what they've heard of. The city doesn't make anything of it at all. 

You get the smell of it if you go to the right place and time.  

 

When the researcher asked for a last image John observed that all of the ‘classic views’ had already 

been provided but Karen quickly came up with a Worcestershire Sauce bottle. Although John 

mentioned Worcester Porcelain, Karen was able to use her experiences at the tourist information office 

to give detailed focus on the importance of Worcester Sauce. Significantly Karen did not seem to sense 

the same tourist gaze that had bothered her when talking about the Commandery. In this case there was 

a sense of pride in the renown of these products of Worcester, that were taken out to the world rather 

than having the world come to them. 

 

Focusing on Details to Claim Images as Our Own. 

On twenty-eight occasions individuals and groups used images as evocations of Worcester by focusing 

on details about which they had special knowledge. This ‘claiming’ activity established very personal 

connections with particular aspects of the images that people were looking at. ‘Claiming’ appeared to 

have been achieved through particular knowledge or through particular experiences. This applied in 

some way to earlier aspects of focusing on Worcester in detail, Carl’s experience of ‘town’ for 

example, but the extracts below more explicitly focused on knowledge or extraordinary experiences. 

Passages that convey ‘claims’ of particular images were often longer than the rest of the talk in family 

focus groups. It seems that it takes longer to put over specialist knowledge in a narrative form.  
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Group nine provided some prominent examples of narrative that used a great deal of detail to ‘claim’ 

images as evocations of Worcester: 

  

Researcher Yeah I didn’t realise that I had a postcard of the 

Commandery (4) when I took that one (30). 

 

Brian  Yeah it’s not the best picture of it (4) it is the  

Commandery I think that’s more descriptive and it’s descriptive of 

Worcester 

 

Rose  Yes 

 

Brian  But er whether the historians like it or not the Civil War 

started in Worcester and it finished in Worcester although not a lot 

of people know about it the first skirmish was here Powic 

 

Researcher Oh right here 

 

Brian  And that was the first skirmish of the Civil War and of 

course Charles was eventually defeated at Worcester so shall we 

just put that as Worcester 

 

Brian and Rose were keen on the heritage of Worcester and were proud of their local knowledge. In 

the extract above the researcher began talking about the image of the Commandery building (4) and the 

advertisement (30). Brian commented that the image of the building ‘was not the best’ of the 

Commandery, perhaps because the image was taken as a post card view of the timber-framed building 

and lock gate rather than the Commandery as a heritage centre. Brian used the word ‘descriptive’ to 

characterise the image, suggesting a narrative. Rose agreed, possibly with Brian’s suggestion that the 

Commandery tells a story. Brian proceeded to outline his knowledge of Worcester’s Civil War story 

(which was commemorated by the Commandery heritage centre). In this case knowledge of the story 

enhanced the image of the Commandery as an evocation of Worcester. Brian went further by 

‘claiming’ special local status for their particular part of Worcester, Powic. He revealed his specialist 

knowledge of Powic’s place in the story of Worcester during the Civil War, whilst establishing his 

special knowledge Brian used the phrase ‘although not a lot of people know about it’, this suggested 

that the most powerful ‘claiming’ knowledge was in some way restricted.  

     

Later during group nine’s discussion Brian again found the opportunity to demonstrate his local 

knowledge to characterise Worcester: 

  

Researcher So Worcester has really suffered from people stopping 
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using the waterways. 

 

Brian  That’s right it was an important place when the river 

and the canals were built but when the railways came along they 

bypassed Worcester completely which is understandable because 

it’s like going to Hull or Scunthorpe you wouldn't go there unless 

you had to go there 

 

Researcher No. Yeah it’s interesting that the waterways link 

Worcester into the more industrial West Midlands 

 

Brian  The point I am making s Worcester has two very 

important locks where the canals go into the river Severn that is the 

point where the canal system becomes immediately connected to 

the sea, sort of becomes a sea artery, and there are other locks 

further up at Stourport that come out into the Severn but by that 

time the river is so small that it the days when navigation stopped 

 

Rose  That was the salt wasn't it? 

 

Brian  Yeah but it stopped, navigation stopped at Worcester, er 

before there was river conservation, the river flow just emptied 

itself into the sea it was pretty shallow you know wide and slow 

flowing but fairly shallow and except when the river was in flood in 

the winter months a lot of ships would get as far and boats would 

get as far as Worcester and wait until the spring or for the heavy 

rains so they could get up as far as Bewdley or somewhere like that 

I mean you get north of Bewdley now in the summer months you 

get rocks and rapids you get to Bridgenorth and you have a job to 

canoe in the river there it’s just all boulders and things 

 

The extract above was unusual for the family focus group format of talk that was usually staccato in 

nature without long speeches. In this case however, Brian was trying to make sure that he got across 

his point to the researcher about the importance of the river to Worcester, to establish why the river 

was an important evocation of the city. Instead of using the stereotyped or ‘classic view’ approach 

Brian felt the need to substantiate the importance of the river with his own special knowledge. The 

researcher tried to introduce the idea that Worcester was part of a larger geographic area but Brian was 

not to be deflected from his point about the river and Worcester. He had special knowledge of the 

locks that connect the canals with the river at Worcester and the nature of the river before 

contemporary river management changed its flow. 
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Bill and Doreen demonstrated that the sources of ‘specialist knowledge’ were varied: 

 

Bill  This has got to be the Ghetto, (17) The Arboretum they 

wouldn't let you in to take photographs, couldn't get past the guards 

[laughs] must have taken that from the door. 

 

Researcher I had one person claim that  was my car on the  

double yellow lines and that I should be done for it. 

 

Bill  It is a Ghetto though, that place is amazing. 

 

Doreen  Yes it is it’s totally separate to anything else isn’t it yeah. 

 

Bill  It’s a Ghetto within a Ghetto. 

 

[Uneasy Pause] 

 

Bill  Well you've got, where is that then that is got to be. 

 

Researcher It’s from the top. 

 

Bill  St Mary's Street that is. 

 

Researcher Town end by a church there. 

 

Doreen  Yep. 

 

Bill  Well it’s North End Street isn't it. 

 

Doreen  Oh yes coz it’s. 

 

Bill  You've got a lot of, lot of ah, Asians live down there. 

 

Researcher Oh aye. 

 

Bill  It was not so many as there was’ they've gone to fresher 

pastures now. 

 

Doreen  Yeah. 
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Bill  But there's still a lot down there, there's a Mosque just 

round the corner. 

 

Researcher Oh yeah I didn't realise there was such a ethnic group. 

 

Doreen  Oh Yes. 

 

Bill  We've got at least three Mosques, this one which is now 

used as a Mosque which is virtually a building for instructing the 

youth, they've taken it over and using it as a Mosque and 

complaining that they've got nowhere to park. 

 

[Another Uneasy Pause] 

 

Some like Brian and Rose relied on historical written work or heritage presentations, Maude and 

George seemed to rely on observation as recommended by Phil and Jane. Bill and Doreen used 

specialist knowledge of a different kind when they characterised the Arboretum area of Worcester, 

stimulated by image (17) and so often used as an image of terraced housing. Bill focuses on the image 

calling it ‘the Ghetto’, he characterised the street as a place as a dangerous neighbourhood where the 

researcher must have taken the photograph without opening the car door. The researcher responded by 

denying parking on double yellow lines (a car in the photograph was parked on double yellow lines), 

he had not yet understood the type of specialist knowledge that Bill was proposing to ‘claim’ or ‘reject’ 

Arboretum as a particularly unsavoury part of the city. Bill continued to push his point and Doreen 

distances the rest of the city from this particular area. A silence fell on the discussion and Bill held off 

continuing his explanation of the nature of Arboretum. The conversation continued by trying to locate 

just where the photograph was taken. Eventually Bill revealed his particular focus on the Arboretum, a 

number of Asian families live in the area. Bill continued to outline his own understanding of the Asian 

community in the area, a narrative that ended with a long silence. 

 

Normative accounts of Worcester: a summary. 

The accounts of Worcester produced a particularly interesting combination of the use and awareness of 

stereotypes and focusing activity. People understood that there were ‘classic views’ of Worcester and 

that these had a communal element to them. In addition to these stereotyped images people were still 

able to focus on particular details to give extra meaning to an image. The focusing activity also has a 

resonance in Urry’s work on the tourist gazes, a gaze that some of the groups were aware of both as 

inhabitants of a ‘heritage’ city and as participants in tourism themselves. The focus on detail at the 

local level also elicited a very different form of talk. A longer self narrative that claimed images as 

local, telling of special experiences, traditions and inside knowledge that sets apart the local from the 

interloper.   
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b) Idiosyncratic Accounts of Worcester. 

Countryside. 

Although the countryside outside Worcester was only raised as idiosyncratic references they were 

powerfully put evocations. Karen from group one said that  ‘I often think that we wouldn't have stayed 

in Worcester so long actually if it hadn't been for the Malverns’. This extract showed clear relations 

with the activity focus dealt with above, however it also served to demonstrate the importance of 

natural features outside the town itself: 

 

Karen  I would have said the Malverns to the southwest. 

Always see the Malverns. I often think that we wouldn't have 

stayed in Worcester so long actually if it hadn't bin for the 

Malverns. It sounds a bit funny I know but. 

 

John  Yes it’s true. 

 

Karen  They give a bit of character to the place you know. 

Because they give something to look out to, you know you look out 

of you window and you can see the Malverns. I think they do, sort 

of set, give the place a setting really. If it was just the valley 

without the hills I don't think it would be as attractive a place. The 

Malverns are nice also if you like walking. You know. You can go 

on a hike, it’s not really far. It’s pleasant. 

   

The Malverns are actually visible from most parts of Worcester so they do form a natural backdrop to 

the townscape. Mary (group five) described this when she suggested that the researcher climbs the 

cathedral tower and takes a panoramic view. In this case the Malverns did not form a point of focus, or 

activity, but provided a ‘backdrop’ that nevertheless evoked Worcester. 

 

Mary  I think you should have took, um you should have 

gone too the top of the um, cathedral tower and took an all over 

photograph from there. 

 

Researcher Yeah. 

 

Mary  Have you ever been up there. 

 

Researcher No I haven’t no. 

 

Mary  Well the next fine day that you’re in or round Worcester it 
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would be worth your while coz, it’s absolutely wonderful.  

 

William  The new Crown Gate is beautiful. 

 

Mary  Yes but I'm talking er about, because you can go up the 

tower and you can take a photograph and is Worcester with bank 

with the Malvern Hill backdrop. 

 

Researcher Right yeah so it’s town and country all in one. 

 

Mary  Yeah and you'd see the river meandering you know in 

the background as well. 

 

Traffic Problems. 

Just as Bill used his particular racist narrative to highlight a side of Worcester that he considered 

unpleasant or a problem, so others raised problems with the city. In her discussion of private schools 

Karen (group one) blamed the schools for traffic congestion in Worcester: 

 

Karen  No I think the Private School actually. Worcester is 

dominated by Private Schools. Half of its traffic problems is caused 

by Private Schools. 

 

Group two got into the same mood of highlighting perceived problems with Worcester by focusing on 

traffic and in this case Estate Agents. A phrase that was associated with these expressions of problems 

with Worcester was ‘that’s typical of Worcester’:  

 

Wendy  That’s typical of Worcester that is. (20). 

 

Paul  What is Traffic! 

 

Wendy  It’s full of estate agents. 

 

Paul  Traffic and estate agent. 

 

Local Industry. 

Some references to industry in Worcester arose in relation to the famous status of Worcester Porcelain 

and Lea and Perrin’s, these had been discussed in relation to tourism above. Brian (group nine) also 

characterised Worcester by other industries that had been associated with the city in the past, glove 

making and heavy manufacturing, both samples of his specialist heritage knowledge. Bill (group 
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seven) discussed industry as an important evocation of Worcester that was being lost but that the 

researcher could have produced an image of: 

 

 

Bill  Yeah the Porcelain I would have thought, but there 

used to be a lot of machine tools industry around here,  it 

disappeared though its now started to comeback, albeit Japanese, 

but there's still the expertise in the area  

from Goddard’s down that was there before. 

 

Researcher So they want to get it back before that expertise retires 

en mass. 

 

Bill  Well it’s at that stage now really. 

 

Researcher No one to teach the youngsters what to do. 

 

Bill  I blame Mrs Thatcher for that. 

 

The interest in local industry touches on other identity politics in the same way as the discussion of the 

Alice Otley private school had. These are not the direct subjects of the study but suggest the influence 

of class on issues and the potential of visual stimuli to evoke a variety of identities. 

 

Idiosyncratic accounts of Worcester: a summary.  

These accounts of Worcester raised issues that one would expect to find as local issues. Reference to 

the Malverns makes the point that the townscape is part of a wider landscape and cannot be easily 

prised apart from it. Nor should it be. The issue of local industry has implications for the ‘value of 

heritage’ debate as such connections are a sense of local pride and are regularly celebrated by the 

‘heritage’ industry (e.g. the Pilkington Glass Museum in St Helen’s). Lastly local transport illustrates 

the influence of context on research of this kind, a local issue at the time is bound to influence the data.  

 

This chapter has set out the analysis of the discussions and struggles of a group of families working 

with their own landscape and drawing on their ‘mental library of images’ to complete a specific task. 

The next chapter confronts the first two objectives that this study confronts by discussing the role of 

such a ‘mental library’. 
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